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Address Terms, Translation Strategies, and Meaning Equivalence 
in Doyle’s The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Dianasari’s 
Petualangan Sherlock Holmes 
 
By 
Rian Febriyanto 
10211144007 
 
ABSTRACT 
 This research  aims to describe the existing address terms, translation 
strategies, and meaning equivalence in Doyle’s The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes and Dianasari’s Petualangan Sherlock Holmes, identifying translation 
strategies employed in translating the address terms, and describing the degrees of 
meaning equivalence from the result of strategies employed.  
This research employed a mixed method which involved descriptive 
qualitative as well as quantitative method. The data of this research were all 
address terms which exist in the novels. The data of the research were first 
collected, categorized, and then the descriptions were investigated. The 
employment of certain strategy in every data was counted, and finally the relation 
of the employed strategy to the degrees of meaning equivalent was revealed. 
The results of this research show that according to the limitation of the 
problem, there are two types of address terms found in the in Doyle’s The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes according to Trudgill (1992), i.e. titles and 
endearment expression; endearment expression appears more often. The translator 
applied thirteen translation strategies from fifteen translation strategies proposed 
by Newmark (1988) in translating the address terms. These strategies are cultural 
equivalent, functional equivalent, shift or transpositions, and compensation. 
Equivalent result is indicated by two degrees consisting of fully equivalent 
degrees and partly equivalent degrees and employed 47 times or 82.46% of the 
total address terms, whereas non-equivalent result which are different meaning 
and no meaning are employed 10 times or 17.54% of the total address terms. 
From the research findings, it can be concluded that the translation strategy of 
address terms tends to use cultural strategy. It can be seen per strategy, this result 
of these strategies is acceptable to translate address term in the: The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes for Indonesian readers. 
 
Keywords: address terms, translation strategies, meaning equivalent 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Research  
Nowadays, social cross culture takes an important role in our life. 
We live in a globalization era where people are always connected to each 
other. There are many problems when we meet other culture, especially 
when understanding foreign language, such as English. English plays an 
important role in almost of all media now. 
Language and all of its parts are important sources for transferring 
ideas. Language is an essential resource for advancing people and society 
in all aspects of life. There are many resources such as written and 
electronic media that include language as its part but the problem is that 
when we meet another media using foreign language, especially English, it 
creates misunderstanding for those who do not understand English. 
People as the users of language use many ways to communicate 
with others. The ignorance of foreign language often becomes an obstacle 
for those who need an accurate translation. Only by translating or 
interpreting foreign language into their own language, people will 
understand the meaning of its language. The audience want to know that 
the information from the source can be received correctly. 
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Translation is the important thing in this modern life because it 
connects people. Many media need to transfer their resources into many 
languages. Translation takes an important role to deal with it. Translation 
is the main way that can be used to ease the understanding of one language 
to another. Translation itself has many ways and rules to make the source 
language be translated correctly into the target language. Translation also 
uses many strategies by many scholars. 
The translation result sometimes cannot be understood by the 
audience, because they think the language is not appropriate by many 
factors, and one of them is translation strategies. 
There are many researchers in the world who try to figure out how 
to make the best translation result. There are no perfect results from 
translation process but we can value the result by many factors. Whether 
the result is acceptable or not depends on the audience. 
Translation result’s goal is the meaning. We can see how accurate 
the translation processes create the meaning and transfer it to the audience 
by using the target text. If the target language is meaningful for the 
audience, it is a proof that the translation is good. 
Transfer the language means transferring the meaning and the 
culture. Culture influences the terms and the meaning in the language. We 
cannot ignore this problem when we translated some media because we 
always face this problem. Many translators may have less background 
knowledge that make their translation is not good enough to be understand 
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by the audience. Many translators also did not know how to use the right 
translation strategies. 
Nowadays, we do not have any problem when we need to 
communicate to each other. The advanced technology makes us have no 
border in communicating. Communication development such as telephone, 
SMS, video call, and internet sustain us to develop our cross culture 
understanding easily, so we can share the culture entity to any other 
country in the world. It enables us to develop our culture and creates 
understanding between our cultures. 
Translation needs a great attention because when we translate SL 
into TL we transfer the meaning of both languages. If the translation 
process is good, we will make the transferring process done well. 
Translating from English into Indonesian means transferring the meaning 
from two different cultures. Sometimes the translator cannot create a good 
translation result because of many factors such as is the differences in 
cultural terms that create a big impact in transferring address terms. 
Doyle’s The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is one of many stories 
that created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. In those stories Sherlock Holmes 
is the famous detective in the world. It gives a big impact in many ways in 
fictional story and literature world. Most of Sherlock Holmes’s setting 
story was in the late 18
th
 century and took place in London. As we know 
that the British people used so many address terms at that time. They used 
noble’s address terms that may not occur in another country.  
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The translator needs more attention on address terms while 
translating the Sherlock Holmes stories. Culture makes differences by 
using address terms. The cultural problems are not the only problems here 
but also translational strategies. The translator also needs to choose which 
translation strategies can be used while translating literary works with 
many unfamiliar address terms.  
According to Mailhac (2007), translation strategy is a conceptual 
broader than procedure, it refers to a method employed to translate a given 
element/unit (including a whole text) making use of one or more 
procedures selected on the basis of relevant parameters. A strategy is 
needed to create a good translation. Many translators do not know that 
their translation result is related to the strategy they use. When the 
translator knows a good strategy to translate a work, it means that they 
create a good work. This research will use the term strategy related to 
Peter Newmark’s theory of translation strategies. Peter Newmark’s view of 
translation strategies are applied when a translation difficulty occurs and 
the translator wishes to solve the problem to produce a good translation. 
Thus, translation strategies are means which considers to be the best way 
to reach the goals. 
Based on many experts in translation, there are many translation 
strategies can be applied to translate a text. Every translator uses different 
strategies since different people may understand a word in different ways. 
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The translator needs to understand about what kind of translation strategies 
that can be used to transfer the meaning. The translator must have many 
points of view from many aspects. Equivalence in meaning is the result of 
having a good translation strategy. When the SL transfer into TL, 
translation strategy occurs to reach the meaning equivalence goal. 
B. Research Focus 
Translation process creates so many ranges from Source language 
into the target language. Translator behavior may occur when the 
translator tries to translate from source text into the target text. Not only 
the behavior problems, but the cultural problems also create a big 
influence, such as addressing problem while mentioning someone with 
different terms. The meaning of many terms is different between both 
culture so the translator must understand the background of each culture. 
The researcher collected data of address terms in Doyle’s The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes and Dianasari’s Petualangan Sherlock Holmes. There 
are so many data which are not included here that can be categorized into 
address terms. There are many redundant data which is capable for being 
research data. For more specific and effective research, the researcher 
tends to analyze the data in the form of words groups or phrase. The 
implications for this limitation are the accuracy, efficiency and 
effectiveness which affect on the result of this research.  The problems in 
this research are formulated in questions as follows. 
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1. What types of address terms occur in the words groups /phrase rank in 
Doyle’s The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes? 
2. What are the types of translation strategies used to translate address 
terms in Dianasari’s Petualangan Sherlock Holmes? 
3. To what degree of meaning equivalence is in Doyle’s The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes and Dianasari’s Petualangan Sherlock Holmes? 
C. Research Objectives 
The objectives of the research related to the formulation of the problem 
are: 
1. to describe types of address terms that occur in Doyle’s The Adventure 
of Sherlock Holmes. 
2. to describe types of translation strategies used in Dianasari’s 
Petualangan Sherlock Holmes. 
3. to describe the degree of meaning equivalence in Doyle’s The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Dianasari’s Petualangan Sherlock 
Holmes. 
D. Research Significance 
1. The result of this research will provide information about the address 
terms covered by its translational process, and both languages need 
transferring meaning into their own ways. 
2. The result of this research is expected to help people in understanding 
what makes the address terms change while using different translation 
strategies. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 This chapter discusses all aspect of literature theory of translation 
and address terms that required for analyzing all objectives. The researcher 
uses many resources from books, journals, and applicable articles from the 
internet to do a valid research on this thesis. It is important for the readers 
to know all of the literature aspects for this research so that the researcher 
can explain his analysis better, based on the literature theory. The 
background of this research is also important to know the translation 
methods and theories, also address terms for people who first meet that 
term. The researcher quotes many literature experts on translation and 
address terms and decides which the best for doing his research are. The 
researcher must consider that he needs to compile the literature theory for 
doing his research. That action of compiling needs more attention from the 
researcher itself because it makes the research more competent to explain 
so that the readers can accept the result of this research appropriately. It is 
also important for the researcher to explain the material of this research. 
The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes is a famous literature work that known 
for most of the readers. The researcher also presents some previous 
research studies as the research references for this research. Finally, the 
researcher presents a framework of thinking which is used to arrange the 
idea of analyzing the novel.  
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A. Translation 
1. Definitions of Translation 
Translation is the way to transfer the meaning from SL into TL. 
Translation is the procedure of understanding foreign language. It is 
important for the readers to accept an equivalent translation.  Many 
scholars define differently by their own idea. Larson (1984: 3) states that 
translation consists of transferring the meaning of the source language to 
the receptor (target) language. The transfer of language is done 
semantically by transferring the first language into the second language. 
The meaning transfer must be held constantly. The meaning is changing in 
categories of form level.  For more explanation, he also says that 
translation consists of studying the lexicon, grammatical structure, 
communication situation and determining its meaning, and then 
reconstructing the same meaning using the lexicon and grammatical 
structure which are appropriate in the receptor language and its cultural 
content.  
Hatim and Munday (2004: 6) states that translation is the process of 
transferring a written text from source language (SL) to target language 
(TL). This further reinforces that translation is a process to transfer 
meaning equally. The translator needs the way to transfer a meaning to 
reach accuracy, clarity, and naturalness. For reaching the goals, a translator 
needs to use some strategies to make it done. 
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There is another description of translation proposed by Nida and 
Taber (1969: 12) they describe that translating consist of reproducing in 
the receptor language to the closest, most natural, and most equivalent 
source language message, firstly in terms of meaning and secondly in 
terms of style. Nida and Taber concerned the natural equivalent in 
translation. 
By observing opinion of the experts, it can be concluded that 
translating includes many aspect of translation. The important point of 
translation is that the aspect of transferring meaning and the important goal 
of translation is to find the meaning equivalence from the source language 
expression into the target language. Further, the translator must concern 
about the meaning. The meaning must be held constant to endorse good 
translation. Thus, translating a literary works from one language into 
another language must considering a variety of factors. The translation 
works is done well if the meaning is transferred into a close, natural, and 
equivalent translation.  
 
2. Types of Translation 
There are many categories and types of translation which some 
experts divide the categories into levels and ranks. The discussion is 
explained below. Catford (1965: 21) divides translation into some 
classification in terms of the extents, levels, and ranks below. 
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a. Translation in terms of extent 
 In this category, translation relates to the extent of source language 
text which is submitted to the translation process. The classifications are 
divided into two types. They are full translation and partial translation. 
1) Full Translation 
 The entire text is submitted to the translation process which, every 
part of the source language text is replaced by the target language text 
material. 
2) Partial Translation 
 In partial translation, some parts of the source language text are not 
well translated. They are simply translated to and incorporated in the target 
language text. 
b. Translation in terms of levels 
 Translation can be categorized related to of levels of language that 
involved in translation itself as discussed below. 
1) Total Translation 
 Total translation is translation in all levels of the source language 
text material. In this case, it is a full translation of the address terms. 
2) Restricted Translation 
 There is a replacement of the source language textual material by 
equivalent target language textual material only at one level. 
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c. Translation in terms of ranks 
 The translation is deliberately confined to one rank or a few ranks 
in the hierarchy of grammatical units in which translation equivalence is 
established as presented below. 
1) Free translation 
 A free translation (unbounded-equivalence) shunts up and down 
the ranks scale, but tend to be at the higher ranks-sometimes between 
larger units than the sentence. 
2) Word-for-word Translation 
 This kind of translation generally means what it says, essentially-
rank-bound at word-rank. It may include some morpheme-morpheme 
equivalences. 
3) Literal Translation 
 It may start, as it were, from a word-for-word translation, but make 
changes in conformity with target language grammar. 
In order to avoid misunderstanding in the meaning by translating 
the SL into TL, the translator must concern about the way the meaning is 
transferred. By the definition given by Catford, a translator is free to 
choose the way they change the part of text, but the important thing is that 
the meaning transferred well by equivalence. 
 In Hatim and Munday (2004: 5), Jakobson says that the process of 
translation may happen even in one language (intralingual translation), 
more than one languages (multilingual translation or bilingual translation), 
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and in communication using other languages (intersemiotic translation). It 
means that bilingual translation is a kind of interlingual translation 
involving two languages as the source language and the target language. In 
this research, the translation involves English as the source language and 
Bahasa Indonesia as the target language. 
 In intralingual translation, there is a message transferred within the same 
language such as a translation of a dialect in a same language. In 
interlingual translation there are two or more languages involved with 
different natures, structures and characteristics. 
 In line with interlingual translation, it is hard to get equivalent meaning 
since the languages involved in a translation process have different 
natures, structures, and characteristics. From the Jacobson‟s theory, there 
is a way to solve this problem when it is impossible to transfer the 
meaning in an interlingual translation, the translator may use some 
strategies such as synonym, loan translation and so forth. 
 
3. Translation Process 
Machali (2000: 63) says that translation as a process involves three 
stages: analysis, transferring, and adaption. The first and the second stages 
can be repeated in order to understand the content of the text deeply. Those 
two stages can also be used to identify the construct of situational contexts 
such as field, tenor, and mode. 
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On the next statements, Machali (2000: 63) says that there are five 
translation procedures in the process of translation: shift, modulation, 
adaption, contextual conditioning and annotated translation. Shift occurs 
when there is no correspondence for the source and the target language or 
as the language system. Modulation will be used for the change of 
meaning which occurs in translation. Adaptation is used to provide 
authenticity or local color that may not be required for the source language 
institutional or cultural words. Contextual conditioning procedure is 
usually used when the original version is either ambiguous or too general. 
Meanwhile, annotated translation is often related to expression carrying 
cultural concept. 
Meanwhile, Nida and Taber (1982: 33-34) state that there are three 
stages in the translating process: 
1) Analysis 
 In this stage, the translator analyzes the surface structure (i.e. the 
meaning as given in source language) in two points i.e. in terms of (a) the 
grammatical relationship, and of (b) the meaning of the words and the 
combination of the words. There are three major steps in analysis stage i.e. 
(a) determining the meaningful relationships between the words and the 
combination of words, (b) determining the referential meaning of words 
and special combination of words (idiom), and (c) determining the 
connotative meaning (Nida and Taber, 1982: 34) 
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2) Transfer 
 The analyzed material is transferred in the mind of the translator 
from the source language to the receptor one. 
3) Restructuring 
 The transferred material is restructured in order to make the final 
message fully acceptable in the receptor language. The process of 
translation can be illustrated in Figure 1 below. 
      A           B 
 (Source)    (Receptor) 
 
         (Analysis)           (Restructuring) 
 
        X      (Transfer)         Y 
 Another perspective about the process of translation is stated by  
Bell (1991: 13) He distinguishes a „process” from „result‟. In his 
perspective, there are three distinguishable meanings of translation: 
1) Translating is the process of translation (translate is the activity) 
2) A translation is the product of the process of translating (i.e. the 
translate text). 
3) Translation is the abstract concept which encompasses both the 
process of translating and the product of that process. 
Figure 1: The Model Process of Translatio  by Nida (2003: 33) 
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4. Theories of Form and Meaning in Translation 
Larson (1984: 3) states that translation is basically a change of 
form. These forms are referred to the surface structure of a language. It is 
the structural part of language which is actually seen in print or heard in 
speech. Baker (1992: 24) says that the form of the source language in 
translation is replaced by the equivalent lexical item (form) of the receptor 
language. However, there is often no equivalent in the target language for 
a particular form in the source text. 
According to Larson (1984: 3), translation is done by going from 
the form of the first language to the form of second language by semantic 
structure. When a translator makes a translation, it means that he or she 
transfers meaning of source text. What is necessary to consider is that the 
meaning must be maintained constantly or, in other words, when the 
change of form occurs, the meaning must be maintained. It is the 
characteristic of a language that the same meaning component will occur 
in several surface structure lexical items (forms). 
In the translation process, the first thing to do is to understand the 
total meaning of the source text. There are three types of „meaning‟ that 
can be determined in the analysis of meaning of the source text (Nida and 
Taber, 1982: 34), namely (a) grammatical meaning, (b) referential 
meaning, and (3) connotative meaning. In grammatical meaning, when one 
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thinks of meaning, it is almost inevitably in terms of words or idioms. 
Generally, grammar is taken for granted since it seems to be merely a set 
of arbitrary rules about arrangement and rules that must be followed if one 
wants to understand but not rules that themselves that seem to have any 
meaning. Referential meaning refers to words as symbols which refer to 
objects, event, abstracts, and relation. Connotative meaning refers to how 
the users of the language react, whether positively or negatively, to words 
and their combination. 
Translation has been performed as a process which begins with the 
source text and then the meaning of the text is analyzed, discovered, 
transferred and re-expressed in the receptor language. In actual practice, 
however, the translator moves back and forward from the source text to the 
receptor text. Sometimes he or she will analyze the source text in order to 
find the meaning then restructure this meaning in the receptor language 
and move back once again to look at the source text. In translation the 
translator should know the types of meanings. By knowing what meaning 
they should produce, the messages of the source text can be transferred 
well. Then, the well-transferred meaning will make the readers easier to 
understand. 
Catford (1965: 36) defines meaning as a property of a language; an 
SL text has an SL meaning and a TL text has a TL meaning. It means that 
meaning is an essential part of translation that should be transferred 
accurately from the source into the target text in such a way that the 
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message or meaning is equivalent in both texts. Catford said that the 
important of meaning is the text, so the important way to transfer the 
meaning is from a good translated text. Machali (1998: 2) has different 
idea from Catford, he states that the meanings have to be coded in words 
and structures in order to be communicated. These words and structures 
are simply „the forms‟ or the surface structure of a language, as opposed to 
„meaning‟. Then she adds that form and meaning are not in one-to-one 
relationship, even within one language, meaning can be realized in 
different forms. In other words, it is the meaning of the source text which 
is being transferred and must be held constant, only the form which is 
possible to change.  
 
5. Equivalence in Translation 
Nida (1964: 159) suggest two basic orientations in translating: 
formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence. Formal equivalence focuses 
attention on the message itself, both form and content. The message in the 
receptor language should match as closely as possible different elements in 
the source language. On the contrary of formal equivalence, dynamic 
equivalence does not concern with matching the receptor language 
message with the source language message, but with dynamic relationship. 
A translation of dynamic equivalence aims at complete naturalness of 
expression, and tries to relate the receptor to modes of behavior relevant 
within the context of its own culture.  
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Sometimes, the source language text has no meaning in the target 
language text that the meaning in the target language can be fully or partly 
equivalent, but the meaning in the target text can be said as equivalent to 
the meaning in source text when they have function in the same 
communicative situation and express the same purpose. 
The important problem of translation is finding the equivalent 
meaning. The translator must choose the best strategies to transfer the 
equivalent meaning. Machali (1998: 3) states that target language 
equivalents have to be sought not simply in terms of the “sameness of 
meaning”, but in terms of greatest possible overlap of situational range. 
Thus equivalence in translation should not be approached as a search for 
sameness since sameness of meaning cannot easily exist between the 
source language and the target language. It is appropriate with Catford 
(1965: 49), who says that the source language and the target language texts 
can be translation equivalence when they are in interchangeable situation. 
Bell (1991: 6) states that texts in different languages can be 
equivalent in different degreess (full or partly equivalent), in respects of 
different levels of presentation (equivalent in respect of context, of 
semantics, of grammar, of lexis, etc.) and different ranks (word-for-word, 
phrase, sentence-for-sentence) 
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6. Translation Strategies 
The term strategy is often said similar to term technique. In some 
ways it can be called similar because some experts use these terms with 
the same purpose. For example, Peter Newmark proposes some strategies 
to translate address terms. 
According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, technique is 
a method of doing or performing something whereas strategy is a plan to 
accomplish a specific goal.  This research will use the term strategy related 
to Peter Newmark‟s theory of strategies to translate address terms. Peter 
Newmark‟s view of translation strategies are applied when a translation 
difficulty occurs and the translator wishes to solve the problem and 
produce a good translation. Thus, translation strategies are means which 
consider being the best in order to reach the goals. 
Based on many experts in translation, there are many translation 
strategies to translate a text since different people may understand a word 
in different ways. Furthermore, there are kinds of expressions such as 
addressing terms expression and greetings which are product of culture 
especially social culture. Address terms in one language probably have 
different forms in other languages. It may have distinctive form but the 
same meaning. 
The way in which an address terms can be translated into another 
language depends on many factors, such as the availability of an address 
terms with a similar meaning, the significance of the specific lexical items 
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which contribute the address terms, and the appropriateness of using 
address terms in the right way. 
Peter Newmark (1988: 81-91) proposes some strategies that can be 
used to translate address terms:  
1) Transference 
It is the process of transferring an SL word to a TL text. It includes 
transliteration. 
2) Naturalization 
It adapts the SL word first to the normal pronunciation, then to the 
normal morphology of the TL. 
3) Cultural Equivalent:  
It means replacing a cultural word in the SL with a TL one. 
However, „they are not accurate.  
4) Functional Equivalent 
It requires the use of a culture-neutral word. 
5) Descriptive Equivalent 
In this procedure the meaning of CBT is explained in several 
words. 
6) Componential analysis 
It means that comparing an SL word which has a similar meaning 
but is not an obvious one-to-one equivalent, by demonstrating first their 
common and then their differing sense components.  
7) Synonymy 
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It is a near TL equivalent. Here economy trumps accuracy.  
8) Through-translation 
It is the literal translation of common collocations, names of 
organizations and components of compounds. It can also be called 
calque or loan translation.  
9) Shifts or transpositions 
It involves a change in the grammar from SL to TL, for instance, (i) 
change from singular to plural, (ii) the change required when specific 
SL structure does not exist in the TL, (iii) change of an SL verb to a TL 
word, change of an SL noun group to a TL noun and so forth.  
10) Modulation 
It occurs when the translator reproduces the message of the original 
text in the TL text in conformity with the current norms of the TL, since 
the SL and the TL may appear dissimilar in terms of perspective.  
11) Recognized translation 
It occurs when the translator uses the official or the generally 
accepted translation of any institutional term.  
12) Compensation 
It occurs when loss of meaning in one part of a sentence is 
compensated in another part.  
13) Paraphrase 
In this procedure the meaning of the CBT is explained. Here the 
explanation is much more detailed than descriptive equivalent.   
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14) Couplets 
It occurs when the translator combines two different procedures.  
15) Notes 
It adds additional information in translation.  
 
B. Address Terms 
1. Definition of Address Terms 
Braun (1998:7) states that terms of address are words and phrases 
used for addressing. They refer to the collocutor and thus contain a strong 
element of deixis. Address terms are words or expressions used to indicate 
certain relations between people, or to show the difference in identity, 
position and social status. They are reflection of national cultures. It plays 
a very important role in the face-to face communication since it is the first 
information transferred to others. It means that a person who has higher 
social status in society may address people from their lower social status 
using a familiar form, although he/she had received any formal forms. On 
the other hand, the familiar title or class of people may influence the power 
of addressing someone. 
Address terms can be classified into different categories. In so many 
languages address terms may have relations with social status or family.  
There are some experts which categorized address terms into few types.  
Dunkling (1990: 2) in A Dictionary of Epithets and Terms of Address 
divides address terms into two types, nominal vocatives and verbal 
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vocatives. While Braun (1988:7) classifies it into pronouns of address, 
verb forms of address, nouns of address and bound forms of address and 
free forms of address. 
Therefore, in this research, the researcher will discuss pronouns, 
names, titles and endearment expressions in term of group of word/phrase. 
Further the researcher will focus on the address term which categorized 
into group of word or phrase. Before the researcher starts to explain about 
group of word or phrase in address terms, the researcher will discuss about 
the main idea of address terms, that idea is relevant with Trudgil (1992). 
Address terms are divided into 4 types: 
a. Pronouns 
 Pronouns is a part of address term. Only second person of 
pronouns that can be used by someone for addressing, since address 
terms are word or phrase used for addressing. Every language has their 
own pronouns systems that used for addressing. The example of English 
and Bahasa Indonesia pronouns systems will discuss below. 
 Table 1: English Pronouns System (according to Larson, 1984: 121) 
Point of View Singular Plural 
First person I We 
Second person You   You 
Third person Masculine Feminine Neuter They 
He She it 
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 Table 2: Bahasa Indonesia Pronoun system (according to KBBI) 
According to the table above, pronouns of both English and Bahasa 
Indonesia is categorized into the same form. The result shows that in both 
languages, pronouns have the same form and point of view.  According 
to Larson (1984: 120) pronouns of language form special semantic set 
which can usually be analyzed by componential analysis.   
 Further, to get right receptor of language equivalence the translator 
must be careful in translating meaning components in the source 
language. The components from SL can be missed in the TL. Translator 
needs to pay more attention in the translation strategies of address term, 
to achieve more accuracy for gaining the degrees of meaning 
equivalence. 
Point of View Singular Plural 
masculine feminine inclusive exclusive 
First person Aku, saya, beta kita kami 
Second person masculine feminine masculine feminine 
Kau,  
kamu  
engkau,  
dikau, 
beta,  
saudara, 
sampeyan,  
Kalian 
Saudara-
saudara 
 
Bapak Ibu Bapak-
bapak 
Ibu-ibu 
Third person Dia, ia, , beliau mereka 
Beliau-beliau 
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b. Names 
 Humans using names to addressing people, according to Trudgill 
(1992) names are part of address terms. There are many descriptions about 
names to addressing someone. Names is used for addressing when two 
people are talking to each other.  According to Cambridge Dictionaries the 
example of names as addressing is shown below. 
 Table 3: Addressing People Using Names in English According to                                 
 Cambridge Dictionary) 
First name First name + family name (surname) 
A :   Hello, John, how are you? 
. 
B: I am fine, thanks. 
 
A: John Sana, there’s someone to 
see you. 
B: Ok, come in. 
 
The use of first name + family name (surname) when we are not 
sure if the person we are talking to knows who we are talking about while 
first names only appear in informal situations. While, in Bahasa Indonesia 
the example of names as addressing is shown below 
 Table 4: Addressing People Using Names in Bahasa Indonesia According                     
 to Fahrurrazi (2012) 
Satu Suku Kata Banyak Suku Kata 
A: Mad, sudah makan belum?. 
B: Sudah, dul. 
 
A: Ahmad, sudah makan 
belum? 
B: Sudah,Abdul.. 
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The use of first syllable and the use of full syllables is also usually 
used in addressing Indonesian people. It is different from English that used 
first name and family name 
c. Titles 
 This research is discussing titles and how address terms change 
over the translation strategies. Titles show the power of the people by 
using title to addressing someone, we let society know about their social 
status. 
 The honorific title is a part of titles. Honorific is close to social and 
cultural relationship with the language. The term „honorific‟ as what 
(Agha: 1994) states that honorific speech is not used only for paying 
respect or conferring honor. It serves many other interactional agendas, 
such as control and domination, irony, innuendo and masked aggression, 
as well as other types of socially meaningful behaviors that native 
ideologies of honor or respect do not describe. As what have stated above 
we can conclude that honorific titles usually used in the kingdom era that 
according to the setting of place in The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.  
 Honorific title is used in English, in everyday life people use 
honorific titles to address someone who have high social status or noble 
title from the reign or kingdom. English and Bahasa Indonesia have 
different honorific titles because of their different culture. These 
differences are indicated in the table below: 
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 Table 5: English Honorific Titles   
Title Self Wife Son Daughter 
Duke Duke of + title Duchess of + 
title 
Lord 
+first 
Lady + first 
Marquis Lord +title Lady +title Lord 
+first 
Lady + first 
Earl Lord +title Lady +title Hon Lady + 
First 
Viscount Lord +title Lady +title Hon Hon 
Baron Lord +title Lady +title Hon Hon 
Baronet Sir + first Lady 
+surname 
Mr. Miss 
Knight Sir + first Lady 
+surname 
Mr. Miss 
    (http://www.pemberley.com/janeinfo/honrific.html) 
 The rule of honorific titles in English is clear toward the British 
Kingdom titling system. Different from English, Bahasa Indonesia has its 
own different honorific titles in accordance with the culture of Indonesia. 
The example of honorific titles in Bahasa Indonesia is indicated below: 
 Table 6. Bahasa Indonesia Honorific Titles (Ethnic) 
Balinese Javanese 
Man Woman Man Woman 
Gusti Gusti Ayu Adipati  
Dewa Gede  Kanjeng Mas  
Anak Agung Anak Agung Ayu Kanjeng Pangeran  
Ada Bagus Ida Ayu Mas  
Tjokorde Tjokorde Istri Mas Ngabehi  
Tubagus  Raden Raden Ajeng 
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  Raden Mas Raden Ayu 
  Raden Panji Raden Rara 
     (Adopted from Basuki, 2003) 
The table above indicated that in Bahasa Indonesia, titles divided 
and join into ethnic system. It makes the transfer of meaning from English 
into Indonesia are not appropriate with the general culture. The translator 
must find another rule to change or transfer the meaning appropriately 
from English to Bahasa Indonesia. The parent of Bahasa Indonesia takes 
from KBBI (Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia). KBBI adopts all national 
ethnic cultures and change it into the modern Bahasa Indonesia 
d. Endearment Expressions 
 Endearment expressions are the terms to show how much people 
connection each other. Casnig (2012) states Endearment expression 
universally valuated qualities, such as sweetness, beauty, peacefulness, 
innocence, warmth, playfulness, word providence or cuddliness. 
Furthermore, endearment expression is seen an intimate and can be 
used as metaphors in people connection. The example of endearments and 
expression are shown below. 
Dear,my dear, honey, sweetheart, darling,sunshine, etc. 
 
2. Translating Address Terms from English to Bahasa Indonesia 
The difference between English and Bahasa Indonesia apparently 
comes from their culture. Sometimes the translator faces a serious problem 
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when trying to understand the cultural terms. The translator needs to apply 
the rule of the target language, then the target readers will understand the 
translation result, while the translator also trying to be faithful to the 
original text. 
The characteristic of English address terms shows the high range of 
differentiation especially in the culture. By generating all of the problems 
in this research, the researcher is used some strategies which was proposed 
by Newmark to analyze the degrees of meaning equivalence, here the 
example of using translation strategies to translate the address terms; 
a. Transference 
ST : Grand Duke of Cassel-Felstein, and hereditary King of    
               Bohemia." 
TT : Grand Duke of Cassel-Felstein, and hereditary King of                    
     Bohemia." 
 This translation is using a loan word or foreign language, even it 
can be not translated at all. 
b. Naturalization 
ST : sorry for the impatience sir,   
TT : maaf untuk ketidaksabarannya sir 
 As well as transference, the naturalization strategies change the 
pronounciation into target language or in other words the word is still the 
same but the pronounciation changes into the target language 
pronounciation. 
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c. Cultural equivalent 
ST : A thousand pounds! Great Lord of mercy! 
TT : "Seribu pound! Ya, Tuhan!" 
 This is a way to acculturate the foreign language into target 
language culture, although in terms of cultural significance is not so 
accurate with the meaning of the source language. 
d. Functional equivalent 
ST : My dear fellow, I congratulate you. 
TT : "Wah, sobat, Selamat ya!" 
 This shows that word has a function to show something, depends 
on the main content and contexts but they still have the same meaning. 
e. Descriptive equivalent 
ST : but she was a lovely woman, with a face that a man might die for. 
TT : Dia sungguh-sungguh cantik luar biasa, tak ada pria yang tak                           
akan berjuang mati-matian untuk mendapatkannya. 
The point is in the target text, there is more explanation about a 
word which described, or explained the words into target language and still 
has the same meaning. 
f. Componential analysis 
ST : Lord  
TT : Tuan 
This means analyzing into deep and small scale of lexical or slice it 
into apart, this technique is very difficult to understand. 
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g. Synonymy 
ST : You infer that she may have gone out to tell her  sweetheart, and 
   that the two may have planned the robbery 
TT : "Saya tahu, menurut Anda, tadi malam dia mungkin keluar untuk  
    memberitahu pacarnya tentang tiara itu, lalu mereka berdua                           
    merencanakan perampokan?" 
 It means comparing an SL word which has a similar meaning but is 
not an obvious one-to-one equivalent, by demonstrating first their common 
and then their differing sense components. 
h. Through-translation 
ST : and I am myself one of the pensioners upon the fund left by our       
   noble benefactor. 
TT : yang diberi tugas  untuk memanfaatkan dana milik  bangsawan    
  dermawan itu. 
 It is almost same as with literal translation or translated naturally. 
The translation literally translated in collocation, combination. It means 
only the place of the word that matters in these translation strategies. 
i. Shifts or transpositions 
ST : and the noble lord has had the misfortune to get a smear of ink                  
   upon the outer side of his right little finger," 
TT` : dan bagian luar kelingking kanan bangsawan ini telah  terkena     
    tinta, sehingga bekasnya tercetak di surat ini 
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 This translation changes the grammatical structure of the word, 
when it is a phrase then change into word, and so on. 
j. Modulation 
ST : Grand Duke of Cassel-Felstein, and hereditary King of                                                            
Bohemia." 
TT : Grand Duke of Cassel-Falstein dan Raja Bohemia. 
 This translation changes the text from specific texts into general 
texts of the target text. Or in the other words, generalization of words in 
the target text 
k. Recognized Translation 
ST : but I could see from the little that he said that he was at least a       
   fellow-countryman. 
TT :, tapi dari cara bicaranya dapat saya simpulkan bahwa dia   orang       
    Inggris. 
This translation changes the source text from something that target 
text knows in specific form. 
l. Compensation 
ST : He is not a bad fellow, though an absolute imbecile in his              
     profession.  
TT : Dia orangnya cukup baik, walaupun luar biasa dungu. 
Compensation means that something added in the target text, to 
complete the missing context of the source text which will complete the 
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meaning in the target text. It also can be called as addition but in different 
context.  
m. Paraphrase 
ST : You owe a very humble apology to that noble lad, your son, who             
   has carried himself in this matter 
TT : Anda berutang maaf kepada putra anda yang budiman yang telah 
   sangat berjasa dalam hal ini. 
 Paraphare is explaining the source text into explanation word in the 
target text. 
n. Couplets 
ST : Your hands, my dear sir. Your right hand is quite a size larger                                             
than your left. 
TT : Tangan Anda, sir. Tangan kanan anda jauh lebih besar                                              
dibanding  yang kiri. 
 Couplets are trying to using more than one strategy to translate one 
term, and the combination of those technics  
o. Notes 
ST : Turning round we saw a little rat-faced fellow standing in the           
    centre of the circle of 
TT : Tampak seseorang yang bertubuh kecil dan berwajah tirus berdiri           
    tepat di tengah 
 Notes is adding several information to the target text. 
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C. Previous Studies 
 For supporting the validation of this research, the researcher gives 
two previous studies which analyze the translation of address terms 
conducted by Fauliyah (2013) and subtitling strategies conducted by Nour 
(2014) which assessed the translation of address terms and translation 
strategies. Those studies guide the researcher for comparing any sources 
related to the research and gaining the final result from the previous 
studies, whether it will be support or contrary. 
 The research which was conducted by Fauliyah (2012) analyzed 
the translation of address terms in Ketika Cinta Bertasbih II (Indonesian- 
English Subtitle). That research motivates the researcher to conduct a 
further analysis of address terms in different content (novel), and in 
different language transfer (English- Indonesia). The result of Fauliyah‟s 
research aims to find the most frequently address terms and the most 
frequently strategies used by the translator in the movie of Ketika Cinta 
Bertasbih II. The result shows that the most frequently found address term 
is pronoun and the most frequently strategy found is a more general word 
strategy. This means that Indonesian address terms is often translated into 
a more common and general English address term and the translation tends 
to accommodate the target readers instead of maintaining the culture of 
Indonesian address terms.  
 The other study was conducted by Rohmah (2014), an English 
Language and Literature student of State University of Yogyakarta which 
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analyzed Subtitling Strategies of English Slang expression in The 
Indonesian Subtitle of TV Series HANNAH MONTANA SEASON 4. The 
result of Rohmah‟s research is to explore the translation of slang 
expressions in TV series Hannah Montana Season 4 and to show how 
equivalent the subtitle of the slang expressions was. The exploration 
includes finding the slang expressions itself, finding the process of 
subtitling it, and describing the degrees of meaning equivalent of the slang 
expressions on its Indonesian subtitle. 
 
D. About The Novels  
 Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle is a Scottish. He was born at 
Edinburg, Scotland in 1859. He is known as a writer and physician in 
British. He is also known as the writer of fictional character.  He is the 
author of many famous British fictions. One of the most famous novels is 
The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes serials, an eccentric detective fiction. 
His writing inspiration comes from his consideration about crime fiction. 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is the third book in the original 
Sherlock Holmes series. Sherlock Holmes known as the strong character 
that influenced most of any crime fictions works in the world. 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of 12 short 
stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle tells lunge a British detective named 
Sherlock Holmes. The setting is set time in the late 19
th
 century and set 
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place in London. This Novel creates such a successful mystery plot. It also 
circulates through the illustration of London. 
It begins at Sherlock Holmes‟s nest, an apartment at 221B Baker 
Street. That nest is a place for people who want to visit Sherlock Holmes 
to become his client for some cases that needing form his assistance. This 
story tells in second people point of view which narrated through Dr. 
Watson perspective, Holmes‟s best friend and companion, he serves as a 
monitor as he accompanies or is given a full account of the sequence of 
events surrounding investigation details, and then Watson documented the 
compilation of Holmes‟s cases. Then he announced and shares the 
documentation with the readers which in turn act as memoirs of Holmes‟s 
achievements.  
This Novel consists of twelve chapters that tell its own story. This 
novel is unique because there is no link between one chapters with 
another. The reason that makes this compilation make sense is in the 
perspective of the story. In this Novel the story tells that Watson told us 
the experience on resolving many issues with his companion, Holmes. 
Then the story separated onto chapter which indicates the differentiation of 
cases. 
Petualangan Sherlock Holmes is a translation from The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes in Bahasa Indonesia. It is announced by Gramedia 
Pustaka Utama in Jakarta and translated by Dra. Daisy Dianasary. This 
book is one of the best sellers at that time. The translation of this book is 
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great but the readers must pay the attention of the address term of that 
book, the result is the researcher using that book for his research. 
Related to this research, The English text of The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes is used as the source text and its translation in Bahasa 
Indonesia by Daisy Dianasari is used as the target text. This research 
contains all the entire words and phrases of the English and the Bahasa 
Indonesia expression which contain address terms as of the specific items 
for the data research. 
 
E. Conceptual Framework and Orientation 
1. Conceptual Framework 
Koller (1995) proposed that translation as the result of text activity 
in which the source language text is transposed into a target language text 
and between both languages or during transposing process, there exist a 
relationship which can be designed as an equivalence relation. The 
statement above means that the transferring process of translation is less 
important than the result itself. The main benchmark that used to measure 
the level of sameness meaning in translation is the level of equivalent 
translation. 
Another problem of translating text is not only about the content 
itself but also the external factor that influencing the meaning of 
translation. The terms of culture are one of many external factors that can 
influence the translation result. In address terms translation processes need 
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great attention on viewing cultural aspect point of view. Every nation has 
their own culture, the cultural aspect of address terms may change the 
translation proses into a good one. For all those reasonable distinction, the 
translator uses related strategies to get better meaning equivalence as the 
result.   
This research focuses on the translation of the address terms, as 
what proposed by Trudgill (1992: 9) that address terms may include 
pronouns as „You”, titles such as „Sir‟ and „Madam‟ names such as 
„Martin‟, and endearments and expressions such as „Mate‟, „Buddy‟, 
„Dear‟, „Honey‟. Translating those kinds of address terms, the translator 
supposed to using good strategy. To accommodate the result of meaning 
equivalence, the translator needs to proof his/her argument by adapting 
translation strategy research. Knowing the strategy means knowing the 
way to make it equivalent in meaning. Especially, if it involves cultural 
factors, the translator is also showing cultural background to support the 
research as possible in the contexts. 
The researcher focuses this research on translation strategy of 
address terms. Related to the transferring of socio-culture terms above, this 
research focuses on the translation strategy especially for group 
rank/phrase address terms. In The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Address 
terms become the main idea of the setting, and socio-culture life condition 
among people in the community. This research discusses about the 
meaning equivalence between address terms in The Adventures of Sherlock 
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Holmes and Petualangan Sherlock Holmes, and the cultural values 
equivalence of the source language. 
In addition, translation process is sometimes also affected by other 
thing such as external factor. The translation process is influenced by 
target readers and other factor related. The translation is a product of 
people. Main idea of the strategy has a deep impact to the translators to 
translate their works, it may be applying with their translation style. We 
can conclude that translation style reflected the influence of many factors 
that hold certain way of translator‟s mind. 
 
2. Orientation 
a. Meaning Equivalence 
The result of good translation strategies always related with good 
translation result as well. A marker, which indicates a good translation 
result, is meaning equivalence. Meaning is the main part of translation and 
it‟s inseparable with the translation. One of many theories of translation 
indicates that translation is the process of transferring meaning. By the 
definition above, the translator decided to indicate the result of translation 
by meaning equivalence. One of the experts that propose the theory of 
meaning is Halliday. Halliday (1985: 53) said that there are three kinds of 
meaning: ideational, interpersonal, and textual meaning.  
Concerning that the translation strategies is very needed in 
translating address terms, the translator using such strategy that proposed 
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by Newmark. On translating address terms, the translator uses some 
strategies that listed below. Translating address terms as transfer of 
meaning by culture often use more a general word. The translator also uses 
cultural substitution to provide a better understanding in target language. 
Another strategy to translate address terms is by using loan word, as its 
effect on cultural aspect that creates misunderstanding in meaning.  
Meaning equivalence consist of constant level of translation. 
Equivalence of translation appears in terms of context and content. 
However, the meaning equivalence can be turned due to several reasons. 
The transfer meaning cannot be completed and some equivalent meaning 
cannot be achieved, due to the strategies used. The meaning of translation 
result can be increased, or decreased, or even not equivalence due to the 
translation strategies. As what stated above the researcher follows this 
description of classification of meaning equivalence: 
1) Equivalent meaning 
a) Complete meaning 
 It happens when the source language text transferred into target 
language text in completely meaning. For example 
ST: Then I fail to follow your Majesty. 
TT: Kalau begitu, saya tak mengerti maksud Yang Mulia. 
 The honorific Title your Majesty is translated into Yang Mulia, it 
indicates that the part of language and so the culture aspect transferred 
equivalently on its meaning. 
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b) Partly equivalent meaning 
1.) Increased meaning 
 In increased meaning the meaning in the target text has additional 
features from the original meaning from source text. For example: 
ST: My dear mr sherlock holmes 
TT: Mr. Sherlock Holmes yang terhormat 
 The address terms “My Dear” translated into “yang terhormat” 
means that it increased by adding some social terms as respectful terms. 
Whether, “my dear” is showing a close relationship. 
2.) Decreased meaning 
 Decreased meaning means that the other part of meaning is deleted 
by the translator into several clauses. For example 
ST: “On the contrary, my dear sir,” cried the King. 
TT: “Sebaliknya, sir,”teriak Sang Raja. 
„My dear‟ is deleted by the translator in the context of decreased 
meaning. The meaning transferred by loan words but delete some part of 
word. 
2) Non Equivalent meaning 
a) Different meaning 
 Different meaning shows the courage of the translator to change 
the equivalency. It can be worse, if the meaning does not match with the 
source text. However, perhaps it had been contemplated before, with the 
aim of aligning the meaning of the target text. For example 
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ST: “My dear Holmes! 
TT: “"Astaga, Holmes!" 
 My dear is an address terms that address to show the affection. 
Astaga is unclear expression of surprise or shock. That example above is 
clearly showing a differential meaning. 
b) No meaning 
No meaning equivalence is the condition when the target text lost 
the media or content that written in the source text. It means that the 
information related on the target text is deleted or omitted by the 
translator.  For example: 
ST: “I am glad to hear your Majesty say so. 
TT: “Syukurlah kalau begitu” 
 The address terms Your Majesty is missing in the target text. It 
means the target text loses the meaning or expression. Your Majesty is 
addressing to king or someone who deserved to be called as your majesty. 
But it not occurs in the target text. 
b. Cultural Value Equivalence 
Cultural value equivalence related to the framework of translation 
ideology, in translation strategies of address terms in The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes and its translation Petualangan Sherlock Holmes. In 
accordance with the statement above, to capture the original meaning in 
the target text, the translator chooses two main ideology of translation to 
prove his/her translation validation. By creating main ideology of 
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translation, we will know that the translator has main background of 
knowledge about cultural equivalence, as stated by Ashier (1994: 46) the 
purpose of translation normally is to communicate the intended meaning of 
the original author in different language to a different audience.  
The dominant factor of cultural equivalency is also about target 
language. The target language has an impact to direct the translator using 
their local factors of cultural differences. Venuty also states that meaning 
change accross time and location, another statement that reinforces 
Venuti‟s statement was also delivered by Hoed (2006 :83) that states about 
two ideology of translation. In contrary with Foreignization, Shuttleworth 
and Cowie (1997: 59) proposed domestification designates the type of 
translation in which natural style is applied to minimize the strangeness of 
the foreign text for target language readers.  
 Those ideologies are maintained the factor of transparency. 
Transparency becomes important as what has been delivered by Venuti 
about the rule of translating text. He summarizes that the translator should 
rewrite the text by following the rule that prevails target language (Bahasa 
Indonesia). Besides, the translation must be transparent and readable for 
target readers.  
 
F. Analytical Construct 
This research focuses to particularize the translation strategies of 
address terms in The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes and its translation 
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Petualangan Sherlock Holmes. This research aims to describing the 
strategies used to translate the address terms. Particularly, the researcher 
has been divided address terms into four types of categories based on 
Trudgill statement. The classification of address terms is used by the 
researcher to pick up the main data of the research. Then generate it and 
particularized it using translation strategies. 
Further, Translation strategies used in translating address terms to 
collect meaning equivalences. The researcher uses Newmark‟s translation 
strategies to generate the translation process. 
Based what have been described in the previous sub chapter, the 
researcher chooses some theories from many experts. Finally, the 
researcher takes the main theories which more appropriate to endorse the 
analysis and described it in the conceptual framework. From the objectives 
of the research, limitation and the theories chosen, the researcher sifts 
various theories and then described them in the analytical construct 
figures. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
 
A. Research Approach 
To gain the goals of this research on analyzing the sufficiency of 
the translation product, this research employs mixed methods, descriptive 
qualitative method and quantitative method.  Vanderstoep and Johnston 
(2009) on their book RESEARCH METHODS FOR EVERYDAY LIFE 
Blending Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches described qualitative 
research as descriptive one, thus the researcher focuses to gain more 
natural objectivity. The main goal of this research is to reach the natural 
objectivity of the data by obtaining the data and the participant. 
Descriptive qualitative research also generates the hypotheses and 
arguments which are supported by trustworthy evidence from the data. 
This statement is delivered by Evans (2009) which also have general 
statements of descriptive qualitative research. 
 The latter method, quantitative method, lean on Maxwell (1992), 
that believes using quantitative data on the qualitative research allows 
‘internal generalization’, that is the generalization to a collection of the 
data analysis and participants as a whole. As what has been described 
above, the researcher uses data number (quantitative for supporting the 
data analysis using  quantitative research. Further, the researcher  compiles 
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 all   of the data analysis and generates them into descriptive 
qualitative research. Generalizing the great number of population as 
quantitative research was also delivered by Vandesrstoep and Johnston 
(2009: 9) 
 The focus of this research is to categorize address terms included 
in Doyle’s The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Dianasari’s 
Petualangan Sherlock Holmes. The goal is to set up and count the 
occurrences for each category and delimitated it into the general goal of 
this research. Data collection is important since Silverman (2011: 62) 
states that early data analysis tends to be associated with good qualitative 
research. The result of the quantitative data then gives the frequency of 
address terms occurrences. The conclusion will achieve in the specific 
situations from the applicant of qualitative research. 
B. Data and Data Sources 
 The data of this research is the address terms which include in the 
analyzed novel. The data are in the form of group of words (phrase) which 
exists in the form of expression or sentences of the written text. 
 The data sources are The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes from Sir 
Arthur Conan and Petualangan Sherlock Holmes translated by Daisy 
Dianasari. There are many address terms in this book which take the 
researcher consideration to pick this book as the source of data analysis. 
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C. Research Instruments 
 The researcher picks two instruments for conducting this research. 
The main instrument of this research is the researcher itself. His main role 
is the collector of the data, the describer of data result and explainer of the 
result. The researcher collects the data from the chosen novel, describes 
and explains the collected data into qualitative and quantitative analysis.. 
 The data sheets and analysis are developed as the second 
instrument of the research. The data sheets take an important role for 
supporting the research. The data sheets separate the classification of the 
data types. There are three categories of data sheet that occurs in this 
research which are address terms data sheets, translation strategies data 
sheets and degree of meaning equivalence data sheets. Each of the data 
sheets are combined into one table by the researcher. The example of table 
data sheet is presented in the next page. 
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 The data sheet as presented in table 3 is the presentation for the 
 data analysis. The data analysis is conducted by referring to the data result 
that obtained in the table. The data categorization is divided into three 
parts which are the types of address terms, the translation strategies and 
the degree of meaning equivalence 
 Each columns of the data sheet are symbolized based on the 
categorization. There are three parts of data sheets and the first part is 
types of address terms. It consists of 4 categories according to Trudgill 
(1992) which are Nm for names, Pr for pronoun, TT for titles and End for 
endearment expressions. The second part is translation strategies, 
according to Newmark (1988) there are fifteen categories which are Tr for 
Transference, Nt for Naturalization, CE for Cultural equivalent, FE for 
functional Equivalent, DE for Descriptive equivalent, CA for 
Componential Analysis, Sy for Synonymy, T for Through-translation, Sh 
for shift or transposition, Md for modulation, RT for Recognized 
Translation, Cm for compensation, Pa for paraphrase, o for couplets and 
No for Notes. The third part is degree of meaning equivalence, according 
to Bell (1991) there are four categories which are Fe for fully equivalent, 
Pe for partly equivalent, Dm for different meaning and Nm for no 
meaning. 
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D. Data Collection Techniques 
 The researcher uses data collection techniques to collect the data.  
Observing the data is the first techniques as used to collect the data. The 
researcher was reading both of the source text Doyle’s The Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes and Dianasari’s Petualangan Sherlock Holmes for 
gaining the context and the content.  All of exiting address terms in both 
source text and its translation in the target text were listed in different 
sheets. The data observation was started sequentially from the first chapter 
of the source text and followed by its translation in the target text then 
continued the same way. The researcher takes all of the data whether it is 
redundant data, with the consideration that the data in the source text were 
transfered and analyzed differently, thus the data analysis result is also 
different. Every unclear data were underlined and noted and listed in 
different sheet then be discussed with the supervisor. The data that have 
been listed are the data for the analysis.   
 Further, the address terms which have been listed are classified 
into different types of sheet according to limitation of the problem. The 
address terms were classified and categorized into four types including 
pronouns, names, titles, and endearment expression. After classifying 
address terms, the researcher concerns to figure out the translation 
strategies which were classified into fifteen categories. After classifying 
the data into few categories, the researcher then compared and analyzed 
the data of both the source and the target text. By describing the data and 
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then compared it, the researcher has the achievement to figure out which 
technique employed. At the end, the most translation strategies used to 
translate the address terms are announced and the equivalence of meaning 
will be described. 
 
E. Data Analysis Techniques 
 After the researcher classified the data into the table sheet, the 
analysis process of the data was conducted in several movements. As 
Wiersma (1995) stated “the data analysis takes place along with the data 
collection”. The formula of the problem used as a way to open the gate of 
the data technique analysis. The researcher concerns to start the data 
analysis by observing the data and done with the description of data 
analysis. The address terms which exist in the source text were listed and 
compared to the target text then classified within the translation strategies 
used to translate the text and get in through into the meaning by comparing 
using degree of meaning equivalence, to have the finalized data categories 
into the degree of equivalence. 
 To analyze the meaning equivalence of the translation strategies as 
formulated in the third objectives, the researcher uses the employed 
technique as mentioned in the previous step. The technique uses as the tool 
to compare the meaning equivalence and classified the degree of 
equivalence. The equivalent meaning is detected when the source text is 
transferred into target text in complete meaning. Equivalent meaning was 
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categorized into two types, which are complete meaning and partly 
meaning to classify whether meaning is complete or any other part of 
meaning is missed or not well transferred. The other degree of equivalence 
is non-equivalent meaning. It occurs when the target text does not match 
with the source text, on the other hand the meaning of source text is 
missing in the target text. The non-equivalent meaning also categorize into 
two types, which are, different meaning and no meaning. Different 
meaning occurs when the target text shows any meaning but it does not 
match with the source text meaning. No meaning is worse than different 
meaning because it means that the target text lost the meaning from source 
text. 
 
F. Trustworthiness 
 In all the way of doing the research, the legality, the accuracy, and 
the tendency of the research need to be clarified. The data clarification and 
the research clarification create the trustworthiness which proves this 
research validation. The process of checking and rechecking the data are 
done in order to maximize the data validity and minimize the number of 
errors which may occur in all of research process. Those reasons make 
trusted finding as stated by Moleong (2001) who classified four criteria of 
validity and reliability to obtain the trustworthiness of the data. They are 
credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability. 
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 Data triangulations were also employed to gain dependability ofthe 
collected data. This triangulation process is utilized to verify the data that 
have beencollected. In this research, this triangulation process was attained 
by conducting a close discussion in order to gain correct interpretations of  
the data with two students in the same background knowledge. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
A. Findings 
The researcher has found 57 data of address terms, in the 12 
chapters of the novel. The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is considered as 
an action and fiction novel and the background of the novel was taken in 
the late 19
th
 century, thus there are a lot of existences of address terms 
items which are developed by the influence of the culture and society at 
that time. The data findings are served in tables based on the three research 
problems formulated. The categorization of the existing address terms are 
in word groups or phrase, the types of address terms and the strategies 
which is used to translate the address terms. Translation strategies which 
used to create the equivalency with the target text and which strategies 
mostly used to create the equivalency with the target text. 
1. The Types of Address Terms 
The table below is provided to present the frequencies of the data 
found based on the types of Address Terms. This research finds that the 
four categories of address terms proposed by Trudgill (1993). They are 
Names (N), Titles (Tt), Pronoun (Pr), and Endearment Expression (End). 
Table 4 shows the frequencies of address terms types which found in The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes novel. 
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The table below proves that the data has been discovered by the 
researcher. It presents the frequencies of data findings based on the types of 
address terms. Furthermore, the researcher will prove other data research 
based on translation strategies and meaning equivalence. 
Table 8. The Frequencies of Types of Address Terms in Doyle’s The 
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 
No Types of Address 
Terms 
Frequency Percentage 
1 Pronouns 0 0% 
2 Names 0 0% 
3 Titles 15 26.32% 
4 Endearment expressions 42 73.68% 
Total 57 100% 
 
The table 8 proves that only 2 of 4 types of address terms occur in the 
novel and endearment expressions becomes the most frequent type that 
occurs. The elaboration of the data is as follows, from the total of 57 address 
terms existing in the novel, titles occur 15 times (26.32%) and endearment 
expressions occur 42 times (73.68%). Furthermore, the researcher also 
visualized the table into diagram because it is important for the readers to see 
the visualization of the data. Visualization of the diagram gives more 
attention and encourage the readers to check the data preferment. The 
diagram is shown below. 
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Figure 3. The Diagram of Types of Address Terms 
The diagram above is showed that endearment expressions types 
dominates results. It proves that the social structure and culture society tend 
to create a politer way than using a common way to address people. 
Endearment expressions shows the relationship of people to address each 
other. The address terms used to connect people’s relationships and 
intimacies and address terms that commonly used in the late 19
th
 century is 
the important part for living in harmony at that time. The way the people used 
the address terms shows how the culture and society was going at that time. It 
is important for the readers of this novel to understand how social 
circumstance was applied in that era. The era of 19
th
 century also create social 
castes. It means that if the people comes from high society or aristocrat 
family, some people will use titles to address them. Moreover, the people 
must show full respect to honor the aristocrat family.  In conclusion, the title 
shows a vertical relationship between people and the endearment expressions 
show horizontal relationships among them. 
Titles 
26.32% 
Endearment 
expressions 
73.68% 
The Diagram of The Types of Address 
Terms Percentage 
Pronoun
Names
Titles
Endearment and Expressions
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2. The Translation Strategies of Address Terms 
Table 9. The Translation Strategies of Address Terms 
No Translation Strategies Frequency Percentage 
1 Transference 
0 
0% 
2 Naturalization 
0 0% 
3 Cultural Equivalent 
25 43.86% 
4 Functional Equivalent 
5 8.78% 
5 Descriptive Equivalent 
0 0% 
6 Componential Analysis 
0 0% 
7 Synonymy 
0 0% 
8 Through-translation 
0 0% 
9 Shifts or Transpositions 
17 29.82% 
10 Modulation 
0 0% 
11 Recognized Translation 
0 0% 
12 Compensation 
0 0% 
13 Paraphrase 
0 0% 
14 Couplets 
10 17.54% 
15 Notes 
0 0% 
Total 57 100% 
Table 9 shows that fifteen strategies proposed by Newmark (1988) are 
not fully employed by the translator in translating the address terms in this 
novel. The elaboration of this research is the cultural equivalent becomes the 
most frequent technique used and employed for 25 times (43.86%), followed 
by shift or transpositions for 17 times (29.82%), couplets for 10 times 
(17.57%), and functional equivalent is in the lowest frequent for 5 times 
(8.78%) The diagram of this table is shown below. 
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Figure 4. The Diagram of Translation Strategies 
The diagram above shows the distribution of translation strategies used 
by translator to translate the address terms in the novel. This result proves that 
the translator used more cultural approach to translate the text in the novel. 
As a result, the impact of using a cultural approach affected into translation 
strategies used by the translator. However, the translator used almost of all 
translation strategies that were proposed by Newmark (1988). The 
signification of the impact of translation strategies distribution occurs in the 
transfer meaning, we can see the ideology of the translator takes an important 
role for transferring meaning. In the other hand, translation strategies is the 
reflection of translator’s ideology of translation. As a consequence, the use of 
translation strategies creates any differentiation in meaning according to 
meaning equivalence. It separates into many types of equivalence or can be 
referred as the degree of meaning equivalence, which can be seen below. 
Cultural 
Equivalent; 
43,86% 
Functional 
Equivalent; 8,78% 
Shifts or 
Transpositions; 
29,82% 
Couplets; 
17,54% 
Transference
Naturalization
Cultural Equivalent
Functional Equivalent
Descriptive Equivalent
Componential Analysis
Synonymy
Through-translation
Shifts or Transpositions
Modulation
Recognized Translation
Compensation
Paraphrase
Couplets
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3. The Degree of Meaning Equivalence 
 Table 10. The Frequencies of Degree of Meaning Equivalence 
No Degree of Meaning 
Equivalence 
Frequency Percentage 
1 Equivalent 
a. Fully equivalent 
b. Partly equivalent 
 
15 
32 
 
26.32% 
56.14% 
2 Non-Equivalent 
a. Different meaning 
b. No meaning 
 
6 
4 
 
10.52% 
07.02% 
Total 57 100% 
From the 57 data, it is found that there are 47 data (82.46%) 
equivalent and 10 data (17.54%) non-equivalent. The data elaboration is as 
follows, in equivalent rank partly equivalent is the most frequently used with 
the emergence of 32 times appearance (56.14%) followed by fully equivalent 
at 15 times (26.32%). While in the non-equivalent rank different meaning is 
the most frequently used with 6 times of appearance (10.52%) and followed 
by no meaning with 4 appearances (07.02%). Relatively, partly equivalent 
occupies the first position percentage in terms of degree of meaning 
equivalence followed by fully equivalent in the second, different meaning in 
the third and the lowest percentage is no meaning 
Figure 5. The Diagram of Degree of Meaning Equivalence 
Fully Equivalent; 
26,32% 
Partly 
Equivalent; 
56,14% 
Different 
Meaning; 
10,52% 
No Meaning; 
7,02% 
Fully Equivalent
Partly Equivalent
Different Meaning
No Meaning
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The diagram above shows the influence of translation strategies to the 
degree of meaning equivalence. The visualization of the diagram shows that 
the distribution of degree of meaning equivalence almost evenly in each level. 
This proves that the translators tried to equalize each level of meaning 
equivalencies by the strategies used. The translator more concern to the 
variation of meaning than meaning transfer. The researcher notices that the 
way that has been done by the translator creates more understanding of 
addressing terms to the Indonesian readers. 
B. Discussion 
1. Types of Address Terms 
The address terms are the first objective described in this research. 
This research applies theory from Trudgill by his book entitled Introducing 
Language and Society. He stated that there are 4 categories of address terms. 
They are pronouns, titles, names, and endearment expressions. The researcher 
picks address terms which is categorized in a form of group of words or 
phrase, as a further analysis from many former researches that analyzed 
address terms in form of word. They are described in this explanation below. 
a. Titles 
Titles have a big influence and create a social classification to society. 
When people use titles to address someone, it means that he/she who is 
addressed by that title is not a common people. In the background of late 19
th
 
century, people live in aristocrat regime. Thus, for a person who comes from 
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aristocratic family or royal family, they usually have a title in front of their 
name. In this research, the researcher uses Oxford Advanced Learners 
Dictionary (Eighth Edition) by Hornby to validate the data found. However, 
to provide the data, the researcher uses the triangulation technique to validate 
the data, either the group of word/phrase or the meaning of the text. The 
researcher also uses the source from http://www.macmillandictionary.com/ 
when he cannot find the meaning of the address terms expressions. 
There have been found 15 data with 26.32% in this type of data. The 
elaboration of address terms types of titles will be described in detail below.  
 Table 11. The examples of Types of Address Terms of Titles 
Data ST TT 
15- 6/Tt/CE/Fe 
If your Majesty would 
condescend to state your 
case, he remarked, 
 
"Setelah Yang 
Mulia menceritakan 
semuanya," temanku 
berkata, 
 
27- 18/Tt/Sh/Nm 
I am glad to hear your 
Majesty say so. 
 
"Syukurlah kalau 
begitu" 
 
 
In datum number 15, the title your Majesty is translated with cultural 
equivalent strategy by transferring terms Your Majesty into Yang Mulia. 
Based on OALD (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary) the term Your 
Majesty is a title of respect used when speaking about to a king or queen. The 
addressing term Your Majesty is considered to give more cultural point into 
the target language. According to KBBI yang is address terms usually used 
for king or someone who have power in authority (sebutan raja atau sultan/ 
yang berkuasa disuatu wilayah) and the term mulia means honour 
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(kedudukan pangkat tinggi dan terhormat). In this case, there is a cultural 
expression influence between source text and target text in which the term 
Yang Mulia is considered to some highness usually used in the target 
language (bahasa Indonesia). Finally, this translation tends to cultural 
equivalent. 
In contrast with explanation above, the terms your majesty is missing 
in the target text in datum number 27. The example of datum number 27 is 
presented when Holmes say thankful words to the King of Bohemia about his 
same opinion to Holmes. In this case, the terms Your Majesty is missing in 
the target language, the translator is conveyed the title into the target text by 
employing shifts or transposition strategy. This strategy is applied in order to 
eliminate the unimportant element of the target text and keep it convenient 
with the content. In the other hand, the translator uses this strategy to provide 
ease for the readers by employing a functional approach to get the closest 
meaning equivalence. 
 
b. Endearment Expressions 
The second type of address terms described in this research is 
endearment expressions that are found in the The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes novel. Endearment expressions are a term used to show how much 
people connect to each other. Casnig (2012) states endearment expressions 
universally valuated qualities, such as sweetness, beauty, peacefulness, 
innocence, warmth, playfulness, word providence or cuddliness. 
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As the research went by, the researcher also includes the example of 
endearment expressions in the table below. 
Table 12. The examples of Types of Address Terms of Endearment Expressions 
Code ST TT 
3- 18/End/Co/pe Your hands, my dear 
sir. Your right hand is 
quite a size larger than 
your left. 
 
"Tangan Anda, sir. 
Tangan kanan anda jauh 
lebih besar dibanding 
yang kiri. 
 
10- 131/End/FE/Dm My dear fellow, I 
congratulate you. 
 
"Wah, sobat, Selamat 
ya!" 
 
41- 83/End/Sh/Dm Come on, my boy, and 
we shall see whether it 
will not fit the lock. 
 
Ayolah, sobat, dan kita 
akan segera melihat 
apakah kunci ini cocok 
atau tidak." 
 
 
In datum number 3, the endearment expressions my dear sir is 
translated into sir in the target language. The translator is conveyed the terms 
using couplets strategy, that is combining shift or transposition strategy and 
transference strategy since the translator cannot translate the term sir into any 
term in target language and changing the grammatical structure of the source 
text from phrase to word in the target text. This endearment expressions is 
introduced when Holmes addressing Wilson using endearment expressions as 
his tribute for his client. According to OALD the terms sir is title as the 
highest British honour and the term dear shows affection to the people. Thus, 
the researcher considered for all of the terms is an endearment expressions 
term. Though, the translator cannot find the closest term that has the ability to 
fulfill meaning equivalence. 
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In datum 10, the address term My dear fellow is translated into wah, 
sobat. Based on the novel’s text, this text occurs when Watson saying 
congratulate word to Holmes. The term my dear fellow is a term that shows a 
close relationship between them, while wah is also the term for admiring 
someone (menyatakan kagum) based on KBBI. For that elaboration above, 
the researcher is considered that the translator translates that term using 
functional equivalent to show something depends on the main contexts. 
However, the translator loses the meaning equivalence due to the strategy 
used. 
The same case occurs in datum number 41 in which the address term 
my boy is translated to the target text by employing shift or transposition 
strategy by changing the grammatical structure of the phrase into a word 
sobat. Since the literal translation of my boy is anak laki-laki ku in the target 
text, thus, the translator attempt to gain more meaning equivalence by 
changing the grammatical structure of the target text by using shift or 
transposition strategy. According to OALD, another term such oh, boy is 
usually used for exclamation, however, in this case the term my boy is using 
for endearment expressions to shows each other affection.  
2. Translation Strategies 
The second objective described in this research is the translation 
strategies of address terms in the novel entitled The Adventures of Sherlock 
Holmes and its translation in Bahasa Indonesia Petualangan Sherlock 
Holmes. This research applies the theory from Newmark (1988) in his book 
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entitled A Textbook of Translation, which divides translation strategies into 
fifteen strategies: Transference, Naturalization, Cultural equivalent, 
Functional Equivalent, Descriptive Equivalent, Componential Analysis, 
Synonymy, Through-translation, Shift or transpositions, Modulation, 
Recognized Translation, Compensation, Paraphrase, Couplets, and Notes. 
The researcher discovered and listed address terms as the analysis 
data, taken from the source novel and compared to the target novel. To 
identify and investigate them, the researcher analyses the data by classifying 
it based on the translation strategies and the degree of meaning equivalent 
into the following table. The table below helps the readers to understand the 
classification of the data results and to clarify the discussions result.  
(Note: Fe: Fully equivalent, Pe, Partly equivalent, Dm: Different 
meaning, Nm: No meaning. The number (00) is the number of the data sheet.) 
 Table 13. The Data Classifying Analysis 
           Types of 
           Address Terms 
 
Translation 
Strategies 
Titles 
Endearment 
expressions 
Cultural Equivalent Fe 
 
 
 
Pe 
Dm 
15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 
28, 29 
 
Fe 
Pe 
 
 
Dm 
Nm 
 
01, 12, 13, 30, 31, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
37  
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Nm 
Functional Equivalent Fe 
Pe 
Dm 
Nm 
 Fe 
Pe 
Dm 
Nm 
 
42, 43, 44 
10, 14 
Shift or transposition Fe 
Pe 
Dm 
Nm 
 
 
 
27 
Fe 
Pe 
 
 
Dm 
Nm 
 
05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 
11, 39, 40, 41, 45, 
46, 57 
38 
48, 49, 51 
Couplets Fe 
Pe 
Dm 
Nm 
 
 
 
Fe 
Pe 
 
Dm 
Nm 
 
02, 03, 04, 50, 53, 
54, 55, 56 
47, 52,  
 
 From the table above, the researcher is obtained the following results. 
a. The researcher has found four from fifteen translation strategies which 
proposed by Newmark (1988). There are cultural equivalent, 
functional equivalent, shift or transposition and couplets that have been 
found in this research analysis, since they are the most applicable 
strategies to be used in this research. 
b. The most frequent strategy used in this research is cultural equivalent, 
c. Functional equivalent and couplets are only applied in endearment 
expressions, 
d. Translation of titles with cultural equivalent strategy becomes the 
highest frequent result by 14 data found and the lowest result is 
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obtained by shift or transposition by 1 datum found. Meanwhile, in the 
translation of endearment expressions shift or transposition becomes 
the highest frequent result by 16 data found followed by cultural 
equivalent which has 11 data found, couplets with 10 data found, and 
the lowest frequent result is obtained by functional equivalent with 5 
data found,  
e. Fully equivalent is only found in title which has applied by 14 times, 
partly equivalent is only found in endearment expressions which has 
applied by 34 times, while different meaning is only found in 
endearment expressions by 5 data appearances, and the last is no 
meaning which is found in endearment expressions by 3 times 
appearances and titles which has applied only in 1 time,   
f. Only four strategies that has been applied in this data analysis. There 
are cultural equivalent, functional equivalent, shift or transpositions, 
and couplets. 
 In detail, the data analyses of the employed strategies in each of 
degree meaning of equivalent category are presented as follows. 
a. Translation of Titles 
 As a matter of fact, that the translation strategies which are chosen 
by the translator can be traced from the table 13 because the analysis in 
this part is based on the result of the table. There are two translation 
strategies applied by the translator to translate the titles. They are cultural 
equivalent and shift or transposition. 
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1) Translation of Titles with Cultural Equivalent Strategy 
  Cultural equivalent is the most frequent by the translator to 
translate titles. Theoretically, this strategy uses to acculturate the foreign 
language into target language culture, although in terms of cultural 
significance it is not so accurate with the meaning of source language. The 
researcher decides to classify data as cultural equivalent when the 
translator tries to put some cultural aspects or cultural terms in the target 
text such as granting peerage. Thus, the target language becomes more 
familiar for the readers to understand, although it creates some gaps into 
the degree of meaning equivalent. The example of the employment of 
Cultural Equivalent strategy is elaborated below. 
 Table 14. The Example of Translation of Titles with Cultural Equivalent 
Strategy 
Code ST TT 
15- 6/Tt/CE/Fe 
If your Majesty would 
condescend to state 
your case, he 
remarked, 
 
"Setelah Yang Mulia 
menceritakan 
semuanya," temanku 
berkata, 
 
 
 In datum number 15, the title your Majesty is transferred by the 
translator by applying Cultural equivalent strategy by transferring terms 
Your Majesty into Yang Mulia. Based on OALD (Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary) the term Your Majesty is a title of respect used when 
speaking to a king or queen. The addressing term Your Majesty is 
considered to give more cultural point into the target language. According 
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to KBBI yang is term of address usually used for king or someone who 
have power or in authority (sebutan raja atau sultan/ yang berkuasa 
disuatu wilayah) and the term mulia means honour (kedudukan pangkat 
tinggi dan terhormat). In this case, there is a cultural expression influence 
between source text and target text in which the term Yang Mulia is 
considered to some highness usually used in the target language (bahasa 
Indonesia). Finally, this translation tends to be cultural equivalent. 
2) Translation of Titles with Shift or Transposition Strategy 
 Shift or Transposition is a translation strategy which the translator 
changes the grammatical structure of the word from source text into the 
target text, such as phrase then change it in to a word or a word change 
into a phrase etc. In detail, the translator uses this strategy to add or delete 
some parts of the data text from the source text into the target text. The 
example of the use of shift or transposition strategy is presented on the 
table below followed by the analysis. 
Table 15 The Example of Translation of Titles with Shift or Transposition 
Strategy 
Code ST TT 
27- 18/Tt/Sh/Nm 
I am glad to hear your 
Majesty say so. 
 
"Syukurlah kalau 
begitu" 
 
  
 In datum number 27, the titles your majesty is transferred to the 
target text into nothing. The way the term your majesty altered into 
nothing is considered to be the translator’s ways to change the 
grammatical structure of the target text from the source text. According to 
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the reason above, the researcher decides the translation strategy as shift or 
transposition to translate the ST into TT.  
b. Translation of endearment expressions 
 This translation of endearment expressions consists of 4 translation 
strategies. This part centers on analyzing the strategies employed by the 
translator in endearment expressions, which are cultural equivalent, 
functional equivalent, shift or transposition, and couplets. The analysis and 
example of each strategy is presented below. 
1) Translation of Endearment expressions with Cultural Equivalent 
Strategy 
  The example of this strategy is presented on the novel when 
Watson praises to the name of God with faith, I order of difficult cases 
faced by him and Holmes. 
 
 Table 16. The Examples of Translation of Endearment expressions with 
Cultural Equivalent Strategy 
Code ST TT 
12- 69/End/CE/Pe 
Good God! I cried. 
"What can it mean, this 
relentless 
persecution?" 
"Ya, Tuhan!" 
teriakku. "Mengapa 
mereka terus 
memburu tanpa 
ampun begitu?" 
30- 63/End/CE/Pe 
My God, my God, my 
sins have overtaken 
me!' 
Ya Tuhan, ya Tuhan. 
Aku harus 
menanggung akibat 
dosaku.' 
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  In datum number 12, Good God is translated to target text into Ya, 
Tuhan! Good God is told in the story as endearment expressions that 
addressed by Watson in case of his difficulty of having particular case for 
praising the name of God because of his mighty. Considering the literal 
meaning of Good God is Tuhan Baik in the target text, the translator 
decides to make the translation culturally acceptable for the readers, thus, 
the translator translates it into Ya Tuhan!. The translator has made the 
translation acceptable through the term Ya Tuhan, since the term ya in the 
target language is a term to address God based on KBBI.  
  The same case but different occurs in datum number 30 which the 
address terms My God is translated to the target text by employing cultural 
equivalent strategy into ya Tuhan. Since the translator makes all terms for 
addressing or praising a God into single term in the target language ya 
Tuhan. 
 
2) Translation of Endearment Expressions with Functional Equivalent 
Strategy 
 The examples of this strategy are taken from the novel in the line 
when a person addressing endearment expressions to someone else. Those 
examples are presented in the table below and elaborated further. 
Table 17. The Example of Translation of Endearment expressions with 
Functional Equivalent Strategy 
Code ST TT 
43- 19/End/FE/Pe 
You could not possibly 
have come at a better 
time, my dear Watson, 
he said cordially. 
"Kau justru datang 
tepat pada waktunya, 
sobatku Watson, 
"katanya dengan 
ramah. 
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 In datum number 33, my dear Watson is a term of endearment 
expressions which is transferred to sobatku watson into the target text. The 
translator prefers to make that term functionally acceptable in the target 
language regardless of the degree of meaning equivalent. The translator 
may consider the term my dear Watson in the target language as the 
functional use of addressing a close friend, thus the translator translates it 
to sobatku Watson. However, the term sobatku is the result of transferring 
the context as endearment expressions from the source text. 
  
3) Translation of Endearment Expressions with Shift or Transposition 
 This strategy refers to change the grammatical structure of the 
translation result. The example of this strategy according to the novel is 
occurred in the novel when Watson is addressed by his uncle. The example 
of this strategy is presented below.  
Table 18. The Example of Translation of Endearment expressions with 
Shift or Transposition 
Code ST TT 
40- 63/End/Sh/Fe 
If you find you cannot, 
take my advice, my 
boy, and leave it to 
your deadliest enemy 
Kalau tidak, dengar 
pesanku, Nak, 
serahkan saja ke 
musuhmu yang paling 
kejam. 
 
 In datum number 40, the term my boy is translated to Nak into the 
target text. The deletion of term my in the target text occur while the 
translator change the grammatical structure of the text from phrase into a 
word. According to OALD the term my in that context is a term to address 
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to show affection. While, in the target text the term nak is the short term of 
anak based on KBBI. Finally, the grammatical structure of the text is 
changed from the source text to the target text. 
4) Translation of Endearment Expressions with Couplets Strategy 
 Couplets refers to a strategy which combines more than one 
strategy to translate the text. The example of this strategy occurs in many 
lines of the story in the novel, which is when Holmes is talking to a lady 
and addresses her with term of endearment expressions. The elaboration of 
the example is presented below. 
 
Table 19. The examples of Translation of Endearment Expressions with 
Couplets Strategy 
Code ST TT 
53- 163/End/Co/Pe 
It is the most lovely 
country, my dear 
young lady, and the 
dearest old country-
house.' 
Daerah itu betul-betul 
indah, Nona manis, 
dan rumah kami 
adalah rumah kuno 
yang menyenangkan. 
52- 139/End/Co/Pe My dear Holmes! "Astaga, Holmes!" 
 
` In datum number 53, the endearment expressions my dear young 
lady is translated to Nona manis into the target language. My dear is used 
to talk to someone you love or are friendly with based on OALD,, while, 
Nona according to KBBI is (sebutan bagi anak perempuan atau wanita 
yang belum menikah) an addressing term for a girl or unmarried woman. 
According to former elaboration, the researcher decides that both source 
text and target term are endearment expressions. The way the translator 
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picks the term which is commonly used in the target language and the way 
the translator depends the target language in the contexts has made a 
combination of strategies for translating the text 
 In datum number 52, the term my dear is also translated by the 
translator by employing couplets strategy into Astaga. The translator tries 
to transform the meaning equivalently, however, the translator is used 
more than one strategy which is shift or transposition to change the 
grammatical structure and depend the target text to stay in the context of 
the source text. 
 
3. Degrees of Meaning Equivalence 
This analysis will focus on the third objective of the research 
which is the result of the data findings that can be concluded as degrees of 
meaning equivalence. In order to support this analysis, the researcher 
applies the theory from Bell, which is that the result of transferring 
meaning from ST to TT can be different as the level of degree of meaning 
equivalence. This research has given the fact which the analyzed novels 
are developed by two types of address terms. Further, this part will discuss 
the degree of meaning equivalent of each type of address terms which 
appears in The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes’s novel and its translation 
Petualangan Sherlock Holmes The analysis is elaborated below. 
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a. Equivalent 
From the research findings, it can be concluded that the degree of 
meaning equivalence is seen to be achieved depending on the way the 
translator maintains translation strategy in each case. In detail, if in the 
translation is delivered the message as well in the target text, it can be 
decided as equivalent category. In this part the equivalent category is 
divided into two parts which is elaborated below.  
1) Fully Equivalent Meaning 
The first part of equivalent category is fully equivalent, which means 
that the meaning in the source text is completely transferred to the target 
text. In detail, the address terms which are classified into this part 
translated as well as the meaning transfer. The fact of the data findings is 
out of 57 data of address terms and 26.32% data is classified as fully 
equivalent. The example of fully equivalent data is elaborated below. 
a) Fully Equivalent Meaning of Titles 
 The fully equivalent data findings of titles are found the story when 
Holmes has a communication with the royal family.  Holmes is addressing 
the royal family with full of honorific titles to show his tribute. Below is 
the example of the fully equivalent in titles. 
Table 20. The Example of Fully Equivalent of Titles 
Code ST TT 
15- 6/Tt/CE/Fe 
If your Majesty would 
condescend to state 
your case, he 
remarked, 
 
"Setelah Yang Mulia 
menceritakan 
semuanya," temanku 
berkata, 
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 In datum number 15, the title your Majesty is transferred by the 
translator by applying cultural equivalent strategy by transferring terms 
Your Majesty into Yang Mulia. Based on OALD (Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary) the term Your Majesty is a title of respect used when 
speaking about to a king or queen. According to KBBI yang is term of 
address usually used for king or someone who have power or in authority 
(sebutan raja atau sultan/ yang berkuasa disuatu wilayah) and the term 
mulia means honour (kedudukan pangkat tinggi dan terhormat). In this 
case, there is cultural expression influence between source text and target 
text, because the term Yang Mulia is usually used to some highness in the 
target language (bahasa Indonesia). The researcher is decided that analysis 
is fully equivalent, since the term yang mulia is the most appropriate term 
to addressing queen or king. 
 
b) Fully Equivalent Meaning of Endearment Expressions  
 This analysis discuss the data of endearment expressions. As fully 
equivalent means that the meaning is transferred completely from the 
source text to the target text, the researcher can conclude it as the term that 
functionally works as endearment expressions in the target text. The 
researcher did not find any data analysis that consist of fully equivalent 
meaning in endearment expressions. Thus, the researcher has no data 
example to present. 
. 
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2) Partly Equivalent Meaning 
The second part of fully equivalent category is partly equivalent. It 
is occurred when the result of the translation in the target text has the same 
meaning but in different context. In other hand, partly equivalent is only 
transferred half of the meaning from the source text to the target text. The 
result of the data findings show that from 57 data of address terms, 33,33% 
is classified as partly equivalent. The elaboration of partly equivalent in 
data findings is presented below. 
a) Partly Equivalent Meaning of Titles 
According to the data analysis, the researcher has not found any 
data findings for this classification. However, another degree of meaning 
equivalence classification is presented below. 
b) Partly Equivalent Meaning of Endearment Expressions 
 From the research findings, it is related that endearment 
expressions have influence in degree of meaning equivalent. The different 
culture from both of different languages is created some meaning gap that 
could decrease meaning equivalent. The example of this analysis is 
presented below. 
Table 21. The Example of Partly Equivalent of Endearment expressions 
Code ST TT 
12- 69/End/CE/Pe 
Good God! I cried. 
"What can it mean, this 
relentless 
persecution?" 
 
"Ya, Tuhan!" 
teriakku. "Mengapa 
mereka terus 
memburu tanpa 
ampun begitu?" 
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 In datum number 12, the endearment expressions good God is 
translated to Ya Tuhan into the target text. The translation result is 
considered to be the translator way to give more understanding for the 
target readers. Though, the translation result is in accordance with the 
context but the meaning transfer is not fully equivalent with the source 
text. This happens because the source language has many terms to express 
affection to God while the target language only have one common term. 
b. Non-Equivalent 
Non-Equivalent is the condition of the target text when meaning 
transfer of the source text is not transferred well into the target text or even 
not transferred at all. In this part the equivalent category is divided into 
two parts which is elaborated below. 
1) Different meaning 
  This analysis will discuss the first part of non-equivalent meaning 
category that is different meaning. Different meaning is the condition 
when address terms are translated into another context and the meaning is 
different from the source text. 
a) Different meaning of Titles 
 Different meaning is considered as the condition when the titles in 
the source text are transferred into another term in the target text and the 
meaning is not transferred differently. In this case, the researcher did not 
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find any data findings of this analysis since titles are difficult to transfer in 
different meaning. 
b) Different meaning of Endearment expressions 
 This part analyzes the example of different meaning of endearment 
expressions which is occurred in the novel when Holmes is addressing 
Watson to gives more spirit by showing his affection to him. The examples 
of the findings is presented below 
Table 22. The Example of Different Meaning of Endearment expressions 
Code ST TT 
10- 131/End/Sh/Dm 
My dear fellow, I 
congratulate you. 
"Wah, sobat, 
Selamat ya!" 
 
 In datum number 10, the terms my dear fellow is translated to wah, 
sobat into the target text. In this case, the target text is changed in the 
terms of context and meaning which is the target text wah, sobat is 
considered as another expression besides endearment expressions and the 
meaning from the source text is not transferred in a correct way. Thus, the 
translation is considered to be different meaning, since the term wah is not 
appropriate to be applied as a meaning transfer. 
2) No meaning 
 The second part of non-equivalent meaning category is named as 
no meaning which means that the source text is not translated in the target 
text or disappeared.  
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a) No Meaning of Titles 
 This part is given the example of no meaning which is occurred in 
titles data findings. The example is presented in the novel when Holmes 
says a thankful word to the King of Bohemia about his same opinion to 
Holmes. The example of this analysis is elaborated below. 
Table 23. The Example of No Meaning of Titles 
Code ST TT 
27- 18/Tt/CE/Nm 
I am glad to hear your 
Majesty say so. 
"Syukurlah kalau 
begitu" 
 
 According to the table above, in datum number 27 the title your 
majesty is not translated at all to the target text.  Considering that the 
translator did not translated the text, the researcher categorizes this 
analysis to this part. 
b) No Meaning of Endearment Expressions 
 The last part of this category is no meaning. In no meaning, the 
term of endearment expressions is not translated to the target text. 
According to the data classification analysis, there is no part of endearment 
expressions in the no meaning result. Thus, the researcher has no example 
to presented.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS  
 This chapter consists of the conclusions and suggestions which are 
formulated as the final chapter. The conclusions and suggestions which 
drawn in this chapter are the result from the analysis of the categorization 
of address terms found in the text, the translation strategies applied by the 
translator in translating the address terms which exist in the text, the 
degree of meaning equivalence which found by the researcher as a result 
of using particular translation strategies in translating the address terms. 
The elaboration of the conclusions and suggestions are drawn as follows.  
A. Conclusions 
 The conclusion is drawn from the outlined points from the previous 
chapters. It is formulated as follows: 
1. Related to the first formulated problem of the research, this research 
found all of the four types of address terms proposed by Trudgill 
(1992) in the text. In accordance with the data result, the researcher 
only took two types of the address terms as the data analysis of the 
research. These two types of address terms are found in the novel 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. The first type is title which 
found 26.32 % of the total data. 
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while endearment expression is obtained the most frequent data with 
73.68%. Those results conclude that the result of the translation 
strategies used by the translator is dominated by endearment 
expression which will affect on the translation strategies data result. 
Endearment expression tends to show more cultural phenomena rather 
than title which tends to show more functional phenomena on 
addressing people. The implication from this result is that the readers 
get more cultural and functional impact from the translation result 
2. In accordance with the second formulated problem of this research, 
there are only thirteen strategies applied by the translator of fifteen 
translation strategies proposed by Newmark to translate the text. They 
are cultural equivalent (43.86%), functional equivalent (8.78%), shift 
or transpositions (29.82%) and couplets (17.54%).  The result of the 
translation strategies which is applied by the translator shows the 
tendency of translator’s ideology of translation. The implication of this 
result shows that the readers tend to accept more cultural and 
functional language to understand the address terms. 
3. In accordance with the third formulated problem of this research, the 
researcher proves the impact of using particular translation strategies to 
the target text by showing the degree of meaning equivalence of the 
address terms expression. They are partly equivalent (56.14%), partly 
equivalent (26.32%), different meaning (10.52%) and no meaning 
(07.02%). The conclusion is that the use of translation strategies shows 
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the real impact to the degree of meaning equivalence. Though the 
equivalent meaning result is more frequent than non-equivalent 
meaning result, the translator needs to pay more attention in some 
particular strategies that create non-equivalent meaning since the result 
of non-equivalent meaning almost reach 40%. It can be concluded that 
relatively the translator shows some good translation to the target 
readers.  
 
B. Suggestions 
 The researcher formulates several suggestions related to this 
research due to any impact and conduct applied in this research. They are 
covering the research’s result including the weaknesses and the excesses 
with a purpose to improve and develop translation. 
1. For Translator 
 The translator has a big responsibility to the target readers, due to 
any translation result that have any influence in meaning. The way the 
translator transfers the text from the source text to the target text may 
use some translation strategies. It is important for the translator to 
choose the right translation strategies for creating a good result of 
translation product. With such consideration, a translator is expected to 
pay more attention to the context and content before deciding to 
choose some strategies. A translator is also expected to know particular 
thing that may influence the result of translation such as background 
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knowledge from both of the source and target language to create a 
good translation. 
 
2. For Students Majoring in Translation 
 The students have big responsibility to improving their skill for 
translation. It is a big challenge for the student to increase their 
awareness for understanding address terms especially in the novel 
product. Address terms tends to need more cultural knowledge of both 
source and target language. Therefore, the students is demanded to do 
more research about cultural form for increasing their knowledge. 
 
3. For Other Researchers 
 Nowadays address terms always change to follow the development 
period and even English address terms could be different as the time 
goes. Usually, address terms were most widely used in the late of 18
th
 
century followed by the cultural, social, and political conditions at that 
time. In accordance with the theories above, there are several problems 
of this research due to the limitation of the researcher’s knowledge. 
There are also problems of accuracy due to the limited data which are 
not specified, categorized and well analyzed. Consequently, it is 
suggested for the other researchers which do same research to improve 
the quality of the data, gain more knowledge about anything that may 
influence the translation strategies and its degree of meaning 
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equivalence and put as well as more theories that more applicable 
related to their research. It is also expected from the next researcher to 
do more deep activity in researching content and context to gain the 
analysis assessment.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1. The Data Analysis
Na Pr Tt End Tr Nt CE FE DE CA Sy T Sh Md RT Cm Pa Co No Fe Pe Dm Nm
1 91/End/CE/Pe
A thousand pounds! Great 
Lord of mercy! "Seribu pound! Ya, Tuhan!" √ √ √
2 18/End/Co/Pe
On the contrary, my dear sir, 
cried the King; "nothing could 
be more successful.
"Sebaliknya, sir," teriak sang 
raja. "Anda telah sangat 
berhasil. √ √ √
3 20/End/Co/Pe
Your hands, my dear sir. Your 
right hand is quite a size larger 
than your left.
"Tangan Anda, sir. Tangan 
kanan anda jauh lebih besar 
dibanding yang kiri. √ √ √
4 152/End/Co/Pe
Now, my dear sir, said Holmes. 
"is it not obvious to you now 
that this matter really strikes 
very much deeper than either 
you or the police were at first 
inclined to think?
"Nah, sir," kata Holmes, 
"ternyata masalah ini jauh 
lebih rumit dari yang diduga 
semula, bukan? √ √ √
5 33/End/Sh/Pe
My dear fellow, said Sherlock 
Holmes as we sat on either side 
of the fire in his lodgings at 
Baker Street
"Sobatku, "kata Sherlock 
Holmes ketika kami berdua 
sedang duduk di samping 
perapian kamarnya yang 
terletak di baker street, √ √ √
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6 41/End/Sh/Pe
My dear fellow, is it possible 
you do not see how strongly it 
bears upon the case?
Sobatku, masakan kau masih 
tak tahu betapa pentingnya 
hal itu sehubungan dengan 
kasus yang sedang kita 
tangani?" √ √ √
7 47/End/Sh/Pe
My dear fellow, I know you 
well. I know the military 
neatness which characterises 
you.
"Sobatku, aku mengenalmu 
dengan baik, Aku tahu 
kerapian militer masih 
melekat poada dirimu. √ √ √
8 88/End/Sh/Pe
My dear fellow, there lies the 
problem. "Sobat, Itulah masalahnya. √ √ √
9 101/End/Sh/Pe
My dear fellow, I would not 
miss it for anything.
"Sobatku, aku tak ingin 
ketinggalan sedikit pun." √ √ √
10 131/End/Sh/Dm
My dear fellow, I congratulate 
you. "Wah, sobat, Selamat ya!" √ √ √
11 161/End/Sh/Pe
Pshaw, my dear fellow, what 
do the public, the great 
unobservant public, who could 
hardly tell a weaver by
his tooth or a compositor by his 
left thumb, care about the finer 
shades of analysis and 
deduction!
"Huh, sobatku, apa peduli 
para pembaca tentang segala 
macam analisis dan 
kesimpulan yang rumit-
rumit? √ √ √
No Code Source text Target text
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12 69/End/CE/Pe
Good God! I cried. "What can 
it mean, this relentless 
persecution?"
"Ya, Tuhan!" teriakku. 
"Mengapa mereka terus 
memburu tanpa ampun 
begitu?" √ √ √
13 87/End/CE/Pe
Good God! What a week she 
must have spent!
"Ya, Tuhan! Betapa dia telah 
menderita selama satu 
minggu penuh." √ √ √
14 98/End/FE/Dm
Oh, sir, you are the very man 
whom I have longed to meet," 
cried the little fellow with 
outstretched hands and 
quivering fingers.
"Oh, sir kalau begitu 
Andalah orang yang 
sebetulnya saya butuhkan," 
teriak pria kecil itu sambil 
mengulurkan tanganya yang 
gemetaran. √ √ √
15 6/Tt/CE/Fe
If your Majesty would 
condescend to state your case, 
he remarked,
"Setelah Yang Mulia 
menceritakan semuanya," 
temanku berkata, √ √ √
16 7/Tt/CE/Fe
Your Majesty had not spoken 
before I was aware that I was 
addressing Wilhelm 
Gottsreich Sigismond von 
Ormstein, Grand Duke of Cassel-
Felstein, and hereditary King 
of Bohemia.
"Sebelum Yang Mulia 
berkata apa apa, saya sudah 
tahu bahwa saya berhadapan 
dengan Wilhelm Gottsreich 
Sigismond von Ormstein, 
Grand Duke of Cassel-
Falstein dan Raja Bohemia." √ √ √
No Code Source text Target text
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17 7/Tt/CE/Fe
Your Majesty, as I understand, 
became entangled with this 
young person, wrote her some 
compromising letters, and is 
now desirous of getting those 
letters back."
Saya kira Yang Mulia 
terlibat dengan wanita muda 
ini, dan pernah menulis 
beberapa surat yang bisa 
membahayakan kedudukan 
Yang Mulia. √ √ √
18 7/Tt/CE/Fe
Then I fail to follow your 
Majesty. 
"Kalau begitu, saya tak 
mengerti maksud Yang 
Mulia. √ √ √
19 7/Tt/CE/Fe
Your Majesty has indeed 
committed an indiscretion."
Yang Mulia telah bertindak 
sembrono." √ √ √
20 8/Tt/CE/Fe
Your Majesty must pay. It 
must be bought.
Yang Mulia harus 
membayar. Foto itu harus 
dibeli.' √ √ √
21 9/Tt/CE/Fe
Your Majesty will, of course, 
stay in London for the present?"
Tentunya Yang Mulia akan 
tinggal di London sementara 
ini?" √ √ √
22 9/TT/CE/Fe
Then, good-night, your 
Majesty, and I trust that we 
shall soon have some good news 
for you.
"Baiklah, selamat malam, 
Yang Mulia, dan saya yakin 
kami akan segera mengirim 
berita yang menggembirakan 
kepada anda. √ √ √
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23 17/Tt/CE/Fe
Because it would spare your 
Majesty all fear of future 
annoyance.
"Karena dengan demikian 
Yang Mulia tidak akan 
diganggunya lagi. √ √ √
24 17/Tt/CE/Fe
If the lady loves her husband, 
she does not love your 
Majesty.
Kalau dia mencintai 
suaminya, berarti dia tak 
mencintai Yang Mulia √ √ √
25 17/Tt/CE/Fe
If she does not love your 
Majesty, there is no reason why 
she should interfere with your 
Majesty's plan."
Kalau dia tak mencintai 
Yang Mulia dia tak punya 
alasan untuk merusak rencana 
Yang Mulia." √ √ √
26 18/Tt/CE/Fe
From what I have seen of the 
lady she seems indeed to be on a 
very different level to your 
Majesty, said Holmes coldly.
"Dari apa yang saya lihat 
tentang wanita ini, dia 
tampaknya memang tak sama 
derajatnya engan Yang 
Mulia," kata Holmes dengan 
dingin." √ √ √
27 18/Tt/CE/Fe
I am glad to hear your Majesty 
say so. "Syukurlah kalau begitu" √ √ √
28 18/Tt/CE/Fe
Your Majesty has something 
which I should value even more 
highly, said Holmes.
"Yang Mulia, saya 
menginginkan sesuatu yang 
bagi saya, nilainya lebih dari 
itu." √ √ √
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29 18/Tt/CE/Fe I thank your Majesty. "Terima kasih, Yang Mulia. √ √ √
30 63/End/CE/Pe
My God, my God, my sins have 
overtaken me!'
Ya Tuhan, ya Tuhan. Aku 
harus menanggung akibat 
dosaku.' √ √ √
31 74/End/CE/Pe My God! It's Watson, said he.
"Ya, Tuhan! Watson, 
"katanya. √ √ √
32 85/End/CE/Pe
My God! What an exposure! 
What can I do?"
Ya, Tuhan! Betapa 
menyakitkannya, kalau 
sampai mereka tahu! Apa 
yang harus saya lakukan?" √ √ √
33 105/End/CE/Pe
Oh, my God! Helen! It was the 
band!
Ya, Tuhan! Helen! Lilitan 
itu! √ √ √
34 115/End/CE/Pe
My God! I whispered; "did you 
see it?"
"Ya, Tuhan!" bisikku. 
"Kaulihat?" √ √ √
35 151/End/CE/Pe My God, what shall I do!
Ya, Tuhan! Apa yang harus 
saya lakukan! √ √ √
36 159/End/Ce/Pe
Oh, my God! What a blind fool 
I have been!
"Oh, Tuhan! Betapa bodoh 
dan butanya saya selama ini. √ √ √
37 174/End/CE/Pe
My God! he cried. "Someone 
has loosed the dog.
"Ya, Tuhan!" teriaknya. 
"Seseorang telah melepaskan 
anjing itu. √ √ √
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38 5/End/Sh/Dm
Ha, ha, my boy, what do you 
make of that?"
Ha, ha, sobat, apa 
pendapatmu?" √ √ √
39 40/End/Sh/Pe
Never trust to general 
impressions, my boy, but 
concentrate yourself upon 
details.
Jangan percaya pada kesan-
kesan umum, teman, tapi 
carilah hal-hal yang 
terperinci. √ √ √
40 63/End/Sh/Fe
If you find you cannot, take my 
advice, my boy, and leave it to 
your deadliest enemy
Kalau tidak, dengar pesanku, 
Nak, serahkan saja ke 
musuhmu yang paling kejam. √ √ √
41 83/End/Sh/Dm
Come on, my boy, and we shall 
see whether it will not fit the 
lock.
Ayolah, sobat, dan kita akan 
segera melihat apakah kunci 
ini cocok atau tidak." √ √ √
42 21/End/FE/Pe
My dear Holmes, said I, "this is 
too much.
"Sobatku Holmes," kataku, 
"kau keterlaluan. √ √ √
43 19/End/FE/Pe
You could not possibly have 
come at a better time, my dear 
Watson, he said cordially.
"Kau justru datang tepat pada 
waktunya, sobatku Watson, 
"katanya dengan ramah. √ √ √
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44 19/End/FE/Pe
I know, my dear Watson, that 
you share my love of all that is 
bizarre and outside the 
conventions and humdrum 
routine of everyday life.
"Aku tahu, sobatku Watson, 
bahwa kau juga menyukai hal-
hal yang ganjil dan tak biasa 
sebagaimana diriku. √ √ √
45 28/End/Sh/Dm
My dear doctor, this is a time 
for observation, not for talk.
"Pak Dokter, sobatku, saat 
ini belum waktunya untuk 
tanya-tanya, karena kita 
sedang melakukan 
pengamatan. √ √ √
46 80/End/Sh/Pe
My dear, said I, "I am an old 
campaigner, and if I were not 
I can very well see that no 
apology is needed.
"Madam,"kataku saya 
pernah tugas militer dan 
biasa hidup seadanya. √ √ √
47 89/End/Co/Dm My dear Holmes! "Astaga, Holmes!" √ √ √
48 90/End/Sh/Nm
When I see you, my dear 
Watson, with a week's 
accumulation of dust upon 
your hat, and when your wife 
allows you to go out in such 
a state,
Misalnya aku melihatmu, 
Watson, memakai topi 
penuh debu karena selama 
seminggu tak dibersihkan, 
dan istrimu 
membiarkanmu pergi 
keluar, dalam keadaan 
demikian √ √ √
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49 102/End/Sh/Nm
There is no mystery, my 
dear madam, said he, 
smiling. "
"Tak ada misteri apa-apa, 
madam," katanya sambil 
tersenyum. √ √ √
50 114/End/Co/Pe My dear Holmes! "Ya ampun, Holmes!" √ √ √
51 117/End/Sh/Nm
I had, said he, "come to an 
entirely erroneous 
conclusion which shows, my 
dear Watson, how 
dangerous it always is to 
reason from insufficient 
data.
"Semula aku membuat 
kesimpulan yang sangat 
keliru, Watson," katanya. 
"Itu menunjukkan betapa 
bahayanya menyimpulkan 
sesuatu dari data yang 
kurang lengkap. √ √ √
52 139/End/Co/Dm My dear Holmes! "Astaga, Holmes!" √ √ √
53 163/End/Co/Pe
It is the most lovely country, my 
dear young lady, and the 
dearest old country-house.'
Daerah itu betul-betul indah, 
Nona manis, dan rumah kami 
adalah rumah kuno yang 
menyenangkan. √ √ √
54 163/End/Co/Pe
No, no, not the sole, not the 
sole, my dear young lady,' he 
cried
"Bukan, bukan. Bukan itu 
yang utama, bukan itu yang 
utama, Nona manis," 
teriaknya. √ √ √
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55 170/End/Co/Pe
Ah!' said he, 'you must not think 
me rude if I passed you without 
a word, my dear young lady.
"Ah!" katanya. 'Maaf, 
kemarin saya telah berbuat 
kasar dengan berjalan 
melewati Anda tanpa 
menegur, Nona manis. 
Waktu itu saya sedang pusing 
dengan urusan bisnis saya.' √ √ √
56 171/End/Co/Pe
My dear young lady! my dear 
young lady!'--you cannot think 
how caressing and soothing his 
manner was--'and what has 
frightened you, my dear young 
lady?
"Nona manis! Nona Manis!' 
Sikapnya sangat lembut dan 
menenangkan. 'Apa yang 
telah menakutkan Anda, 
Nona manis?" √ √ √
57 173/End/Sh/Pe
My dear Watson, you as a 
medical man are continually 
gaining light as to the 
tendencies of a child by the 
study of the parents.
"Sobatku Watson, kau 
seorang dokter, tentu kau 
tahu bahwa kecenderungan 
seorang anak dapat terlihat 
dengan mengamati kedua 
orang tuanya. √ √ √
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